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Chapter 1 

Biomimicry in biomedical 
applications 

The classes of materials used in the biomedical field are manifold: metals, ceramics, 
polymers and their composites. All these materials are often used in synergic 
combination in order to meet different requirements. In the design of a biomedical 
device and in the selection of the materials it is made of, the requirements are 
particularly stringent since, in addition to carry out its primary function, the device 
itself must not hamper the host body. 

Therefore, biomaterials must, first and foremost, ensure biocompatibility. 

Aiming at the synergic integration of implanted biomaterials with the host 
organism, a design framework results crucial: biomimicry. It is straightforward to 
get inspiration from structures and solutions occurring in Nature in order to design 
devices intended to operate in symbiosis with a living organism [1]. 

The work presented in this thesis was conceived and developed within such 
outlook. Two major topics were addressed: ElectroActive Polymers (EAPs), used 
as artificial muscles and Magnesium foams, used as orthopaedic implants. 

As far as EAPs are concerned, it was studied their implementation in actuation 
devices manufactured according to bioinspired geometries, which can reproduce as 
faithfully as possible the structure of natural muscle tissues. In fact, in line with the 
principles of biomimicry, the structures proposed recall the human physiology of 
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muscle bundles and allow the integration of a recruitment mechanism of the motor 
units [2], [3]. 

EAPs have a typical transducers behaviour: if prompted with an electric signal 
(in particular a voltage), they react with a mechanical deformation, and vice versa. 
Therefore, EAPs can be described as smart materials, suitable to be used both as 
actuators and as sensors. As actuators, EAPs have several advantages over the 
solutions currently present in the state of the art of traditional robotics. In fact, EAPs 
allow more fluid and biomimetic movements, if compared to those achievable with 
mechanical counterparts: polymers are flexible and not limited by the rigidity of 
devices relying on gears and bearings. For this reason, and thanks to stress and 
deformation values similar to those of biological tissues, EAPs are also referred to 
as “artificial muscles” [3]-[6]. 

As far as magnesium foams are concerned, within a biomimicry outlook, the 
context of orthopaedic surgery sets the morphology of natural bone as reference. 
Designing choices regarding materials selection, production methods and 
treatments (in bulk and/or on surface) were addressed to reproduce the mechanical 
and functional features of natural bone. In fact, if on one side the orthopaedic 
implant is required not to collapse under the mechanical load applied, on the other 
it should not bear excessively or exclusively the forces acting on the bone in order 
not to induce a stress-shielding effect. This phenomenon, in fact, may be critical 
since it reduces considerably the stimulation of regenerative bone cells and, 
ultimately, slows down the recovery of natural bone. The natural bone has a 
complex structure, resulting from millions of years of evolution, which fulfils 
several functions: it provides specific structural support, locally adapted to load 
conditions; it does not add unnecessary weight by means of an optimized 
minimization of mass and it allows nutrients supply to tissues through adequate 
vascularization. Such multi-functionality is enabled by the peculiar structure of the 
spongy bone tissue. Starting from these observations, the mimesis of cancellous 
bone conformation is one of the most appropriate guideline in choosing and 
designing materials for orthopaedic applications. 

Among the feasible technological solutions, metallic foams with open 
interconnected porosity have been identified as the most promising choice [2]-[5] 
and this thesis is focused on this solution. In fact, these materials can be designed 
to combine the mechanical properties and the morphological characteristics of 
natural bone, as well as the vascularization function and the stimulation of bone 
tissue growth. Furthermore, metallic foams represent one of the most suitable 
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option to coherently develop a biomimetic device that reproduces the main features 
of natural bone. 

In the light of the requirements outlined so far, pure magnesium represents an 
optimal solution. This metallic material in fact meets the multi-functionality 
requirement previously described: it has mechanical properties of the same order of 
magnitude as those of natural bone tissue, it can be produced in the form of foam, 
it is biocompatible and bioresorbable. This last feature enables the possibility to 
avoid second surgery usually needed to remove orthopaedic devices once their 
function is fulfilled. Supporting this choice, there is a wide scientific literature 
which, in recent years, has recognized magnesium as a very promising material for 
biomedical applications, although there are still some critical aspects to be solved. 
In fact, the process of corrosion of magnesium in the body fluids results in the 
formation of gaseous hydrogen that, if produced too rapidly, can be harmful for the 
human body [4]. 

 

 





 

 

Chapter 2 

Electroactive polymers 

2.1 Introduction 

The study related to electroactive polymers, that is presented in the following, 
originates from the project: “CoSpaR - Soft solutions for hard problems”. The aim 
of that project was to design a hand exoskeleton that could enhance astronauts’ 
performance during Extra-Vehicular Activities, which are fundamental for human 
exploration of space. Environmental conditions and pressurized spacesuits expose 
astronauts to fatigue problems during lengthy EVAs. Arms and hands are 
particularly affected. The project was a preliminary study of a possible 
technological solution able to reduce the fatigue of the astronaut’s hand, while 
avoiding hindering its natural movements. The challenge was the realization of one 
or more prototypes of a lightweight hand exoskeleton to be embedded in the 
astronaut’s glove, in order to overcome the stiffness of the pressurized suit. Both 
the high complexity of the human hand, in terms of degrees of freedom and working 
space, and the extreme environment in which the exoskeleton will have to work 
create a series of different constraints increasing the complexity of the project [6]. 
This brought the focus on innovative and high-risk solutions designed from scratch 
for a soft glove. Soft robotics was the leitmotiv throughout all the project 
development and was chosen as opposed to the more traditional hard robotics 
approach. Therefore, the research about the state of the art, as well as the selection 
and concept design activities, was carried out within a soft framework. In the light 
of the highly innovative field the team worked within, the first phase of the project 
was devoted to assessing the state of the art of the available exoskeleton solutions. 
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At the same time information and data were collected in order to have an overview 
about the technologies representing the edge of development in sensors, control and 
actuation systems. 

Starting from the outcome of this project, further activities were carried out and 
a complete design methodology for the design of actuators based on multiple 
Electroactive Polymer (EAP) fibers is here proposed. In addition, the procedure 
gives an idea of the required parameters that must be clearly modelled and 
characterized at EAP material level. Finally, the solution proposed was patented 
[7]. 

2.2 Materials for actuation and sensing 

Since the solution required not to add complexity, rigidity or weight to the spacesuit 
glove, a traditional hard approach was not suitable: in fact, a metal exoskeleton, 
operated with motors, pumps or compressors, would imply a significant increase in 
the mass of the spacesuit, as well as a higher stiffness of the system and a reduction 
of the astronaut dexterity. Thus, soft robotics appeared as the best solution for this 
application. As the name suggests, systems built within this approach are soft, 
flexible and compliant. Furthermore, it is possible to abate the total weight of the 
exoskeleton and to get rid of rigid elements constraints. One of the key points of 
soft robotics is biomimicry: in place of heavy, rigid and noisy motors, artificial 
muscles are in charge of the movement of the soft structure, allowing a number of 
degrees of freedom unthinkable with traditional mechanics [8]-[12]. 

The shift from hard to soft robotics brings the focus on materials: actuating and 
sensing devices are embedded in the material itself, which turns out to be smart. 
Smart materials represent a wide class of materials, belonging to different families 
(polymers, metal alloys and ceramics) and characterized by a large number of 
control mechanisms. They can respond to external stimuli of diverse nature, like an 
applied stress or an imposed strain, a change in temperature, relative humidity or 
pH of the environment, a magnetic or electric field and so forth. In this variety of 
possibilities, materials with very different properties may be found. 

In the framework of soft robotics and taking into account the requirements of 
the project (Table 1), polymeric smart materials appeared to be the most suitable 
choice for the application under study (Figure 1). In particular, the attention was 
focused on Electroactive Polymers (EAPs): these polymeric materials work as 
transducers, converting electrical inputs into mechanical outputs, and vice versa. 
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They show features that cannot be traced in other traditional functional materials 
(e.g. piezoelectric ceramics), such as large active strains, high energy density, 
mechanical compliance and flexibility, very low weight, zero noise emission, 
simple and scalable structures and tailorable properties. All these characteristics 
make EAPs the actuation system closest to natural muscles [12], [13]. 

Table 1 CoSpaR project requirements 

Requirement 
identifier Statement 

  
 Functional requirements 

RD_F1 Pinching and grasping with thumb, index finger and middle finger must be 
augmented. 

RD_F2 Total weight shall be minimized. 

RD_F3 The device shall fit inside the astronaut glove. 

RD_F4 The structure shall not hamper the physiological dexterity. 

RD_F5 The power consumption shall be minimized. 

  
 Safety requirements 

RD_S1 The device shall not damage the skin of the user. 

RD_S2 In case of breakdown, the device shall not be an ignition source. 

RD_S3 In case of breakdown, the device shall not constitute electric shock hazard. 

RD_S4 In case of breakdown, the structure shall not hamper the physiological 
dexterity. 

RD_S5 The device shall not cause hazards to the mechanical structure of the hand. 

  
 Interface requirements 

RD_I1 The user interface shall be seamless. 

RD_I2 The device must work always according to the user will. 

  
 Environmental requirements 

RD_E1 The device shall operate in a range of temperature between 0°C and 40°C. 

RD_E2 The device shall operate in moist environment. 

RD_E3 The device shall survive the launch environment. 

RD_E4 The device shall withstand the radiation environment of the ISS. 

RD_E5 The device shall operate in presence of LEO radiation environment. 

RD_E6 The device shall operate at the pressure of 4.3 psi. 

RD_E7 The device shall operate in a pure oxygen atmosphere. 
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Figure 1 Selection process 

 

Despite the first awareness about the potentialities of Electroactive Polymers 
may be traced back to 1880, just nowadays this technology is moving from 
academic laboratories to industrial production and commercialization. Therefore, 
EAPs represent the cutting edge in the context of functional materials [13], [14]. 

Electroactive polymers are usually divided into two principal classes, according 
to their actuation mechanism: ionic EAPs and electronic EAPs. The first group 
relies on electric activation mediated by charge carriers, i.e. ions and/or molecules, 
while materials belonging to the latter group respond to the stimulation of an 
electric field. When the triggering mechanism depends on the diffusion of relatively 
bulky chemical species, the rate of response is slowed down. Consequently, the 
actuation speed of ionic EAPs is much slower, compared to electronic EAPs: this 
is their major drawback. On the other hand, smart polymers actuated by electric 
fields are able to apply relatively small forces and require very high voltages. 

A brief look at some electroactive polymers may be useful to get a general 
picture about the technology and to analyse advantages and drawbacks of different 
alternatives. 
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2.3 Ionic EAPs 

2.3.1 Ionic Gels 

These materials are hydrogels, i.e. crosslinked polymers which are able to swell if 
placed in a proper solvent. Acting on the polymer-liquid interaction, the swelling 
behaviour may be tuned and, therefore, the material can be actuated. Hydrogels are 
usually responsive to environmental changes in pH or temperature and some of 
them react also to electric fields. The actuation mechanism relies on the diffusion 
of the solvent molecules into and out of the polymer network and, for this reason, 
response rate is quite slow and encapsulation constitutes an issue [12], [13]. 

2.3.2 Ionic Polymer–Metal Composites 

Ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMCs) are made up of a polymer ion exchange 
membrane, sandwiched between two compliant metal electrodes (percolated 
nanoparticle of Pt or Au). This technology is based on the peculiar properties of the 
membrane: it is characterized by an interconnected porosity which let solvents 
move through it. This way, when a bias voltage is applied, the ions migrate to the 
oppositely charged electrode, making the polymer swell on one side and shrink on 
the other, with a net bending of the material. The actuation needs very low tension 
(in the order of few volts), but the achievable strain is modest. Therefore their 
application as artificial muscles is limited [12], [13], [15]-[17]. 

2.3.3 Conducting Polymers 

Even if most polymeric materials are insulators, some of them have a chemical 
structure which turns them into conductors. In particular, the presence of alternated 
double bonds along the backbone chain (conjugated system) leads to the formation 
of a macromolecular orbital: the π-bonds give rise to a wide resonance structure 
and the delocalization of the electrons lets charge carriers move almost freely along 
the polymer chain. Polypyrrole and polyaniline (PANI) are the most widely used 
conductive polymers. Nevertheless, conductive polymers behave more like 
semiconductors than pure conductors and, furthermore, they can undergo a 
reversible doping through redox reactions. The actuation of this electroactive 
polymer is based precisely on electrochemical processes: by means of doping, 
electrical charges are localized throughout the chain and the uptake of counterions 
causes an increase in volume, perpendicularly to the chains orientation. This 
requires the presence of a liquid electrolyte that has to flow through the polymer. 
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Conductive polymers suffer from very low operating efficiency (around 1%), 
limited actuation speed and encapsulation issues [10], [12], [13], [18], [19]. 

2.3.4 Carbon Nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are nowadays used in a really wide range of applications, 
thanks to their peculiar features. In fact, they show outstanding mechanical 
properties (Young modulus up to 1 TPa) and high conductivity. Moreover, they 
may be functionalized and used as transducer: if suspended in an electrolyte, carbon 
nanotubes are able to enlarge thanks to double-layer charge injection. The 
mechanism is activated applying a potential between CNTs and a counterelectrode; 
the polarization of CNTs surfaces generates an ion migration in the electrolyte in 
order to recover the overall electrical neutrality of the system. Due to their high 
stiffness, achievable strains are small (< 2%); on the other hand, required voltage 
are low as well (≈ 1 V) [12], [13], [20], [21]. 

2.4 Electronic EAPs 

2.4.1 Piezoelectric Polymers 

The molecular structure of piezoelectric polymers contains permanent dipoles, due 
to the presence of high electronegative halogens atoms in the side groups. These 
dipoles can be aligned by means of an electric field and, as a result, the material can 
be polarized permanently. Furthermore, the polarization can be cancelled out 
applying an opposite bias or bringing the material above a defined temperature, 
called Curie temperature. In particular, if the material is above its Curie point, a 
reversible transition between polar and non-polar phase is possible. This is the 
property exploited to use those materials as actuators. Polyvinylidene difluoride 
(PVDF) is one of the most common piezoelectric polymers: above its Curie point, 
which is close to room temperature, the transition between the β paraelectric phase 
(non-polar) and the α ferroelectric phase (polar) can be induced with an electric 
field. The phase transition is accompanied by a change in the morphological 
structure of the polymeric chain and eventually leads to a volume variation. PVDF 
has lower piezoelectric performances as compared to the ceramic counterpart, but, 
as a polymer, it is more lightweight and flexible, easier to form and capable to 
produce two orders of magnitude larger strains. One of the major concerns 
regarding these materials is the great energy loss due to hysteresis phenomena 
during polarization [12]. 
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2.4.2 Electrostrictive Polymers 

The materials belonging to this group are copolymers based on vinylidene fluoride 
(VDF) and trifluoroethylene (TrFE) with the same actuation mechanism of 
piezoelectric polymers. P(VDF-TrFE) has the advantages of a chemically tailorable 
Curie temperature and a lower energy barrier for the α – β phase transition. This 
results in reduced hysteresis energy loss, higher efficiency and more flexibility on 
operating temperatures [12], [22]. 

2.4.3 Liquid Crystal Elastomers 

These polymers are characterized by the presence of mesogen phases (typical of 
liquid crystals) within an elastomeric network. Mesogens are rigid segments that 
can be oriented in partly ordered structures via thermal or electrical stimuli, causing 
a deformation of the material. Thermally activated LCEs show very high strains (up 
to 400%), but their effectiveness is limited by the need for heat diffusion, which 
slows down the response rate. On the other hand, electrically activated LCEs are 
much faster, but they can reach lower strains [12], [13]. 

2.4.4 Dielectric Elastomers 

The working principle underlying dielectric elastomers is the same of a capacitor. 
A dielectric elastomeric thin sheet is covered on both side with conductive flexible 
material in order to create a capacitor characterized by very compliant electrodes. 
When a voltage is applied between the two electrodes, the opposite charges on the 
two faces are attracted, while the like charges on each side repel each other. The 
resulting effect on the elastomer is a net contraction in thickness and a planar 
expansion. The actuation voltages are very high (in the order of kilovolts), but the 
capacitive nature of the solution guarantees little currents and, therefore, very low 
power consumption. The output stress increases quadratically with the applied 
electric field and large strains may be achieved. Both silicone rubbers and acrylic 
elastomers are used as dielectric elastomers. Furthermore, applying a prestrain to 
the material, efficiency can be highly improved and preferential actuation in one 
direction can be realized [12], [23], [24]. 

2.4.5 Carbon Nanotube Aerogels 

Differently from the ionic carbon nanotubes, the aerogel solution does not require 
a liquid electrolyte: carbon nanotubes are parallel arranged in ordered forests. 
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Applying a positive voltage between the CNTs and a grounded electrode, the like 
charges generated on the surface of nanotubes repel each other causing a transversal 
expansion. This material has an incredibly low density and it is capable of high and 
quick strains. One of the few drawbacks is represented by the relatively low forces 
generated [13], [25]. 

2.5 Materials selection 

The literature about electroactive polymers is still fairly poor in numerical data 
because these materials are quite recent and the research in the field is fragmented. 
Therefore, the considered properties have been measured in different conditions 
and can be used just for a qualitative comparison. 

One of the most important properties for the considered application is the 
maximum strain (𝑆"). In fact, artificial muscles shall be flexible and able to undergo 
large deformation without getting damaged. The maximum strain is the largest 
displacement reached, normalized to the initial length of the sample in the direction 
of actuation and it is described by: 

𝑆" =
(𝐿 − 𝐿')
𝐿'

= 𝜆" − 1 

(Eq.  1) 

where 𝐿 is the maximum length of the sample undergoing a uniaxial stretch, 𝐿' 
is the initial length and 𝜆" = 𝐿 𝐿'⁄  is the longitudinal stretch [24]. 

Together with the strain, also the stress that the material is able to sustain is 
important. As far as actuators are concerned, the maximum pressure (𝑇") is the 
largest force per cross-sectional area that the material is capable to develop: 

𝑇" =
𝐹"
𝐴'

 

(Eq.  2) 

where 𝐹" is the maximum forced applied to the sample and 𝐴' is its initial 
cross-section area [24]. 
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Usually, the peak strain and the peak stress do not correspond: it is common to 
measure the greatest force at zero strain and to have a null stress when the 
deformation is at its maximum. 

To compare different actuation solutions, another metrics is more appropriate: 
the actuator energy density (𝑒0), i.e. “the maximum mechanical energy output per 
cycle and per unit volume of material” [26]. This feature takes into account both 
stress and strain, giving a more comprehensive description of the material: 

𝑒0 = 𝑝 ∙ 𝑠4 

(Eq.  3) 

where 𝑝 is the effective actuation pressure (as detailed in the following par. 2.6) 
and 𝑠4 is the polymer thickness strain. Nevertheless, the elastic energy density, 
equal to the half of the actuator energy density, is conventionally used. Moreover, 
if the energy is referred to unit mass (dividing it by density), the Specific elastic 
energy density is obtained.  

The Coupling efficiency, k2, is defined as the ratio between the energy converted 
into mechanical work per cycle (𝑈"678) and the electrical energy provided per cycle 
(𝑈69,;<=>?) [24]: 

𝑘A =
𝑈"678
𝑈69,;<=>?

 

(Eq.  4) 

It is useful to guarantee a consistent comparison with traditional piezoelectric 
materials. Low values of this parameter imply that high efficiency in actuation 
cannot be reached due to large energy loss [26]. 

For the artificial muscles application, the actuation speed of the material is not 
negligible. In fact, fast response is needed to guarantee performances as close as 
possible to natural muscles and to develop a device reliable in a wide range of 
movements. 

An overview of data available in the literature is presented in Table 2. Natural 
muscles are used as a reference and other technologies are reported for comparison. 
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At a first sight, some of the electronic EAPs show the largest strains and, even 
though they do not register the best performances in the maximum pressure, their 
mechanical properties are comparable with (and slightly superior to) those of 
natural muscles. For a more comprehensive analysis and coherent selection a 
multicriteria approach was adopted. The considered properties were: maximum 
strain, maximum pressure, elastic energy density and relative speed. Furthermore, 
the values of maximum pressure were normalized on the density, in order to have 
more homogeneous data. 

Data span on such a wide range of values that, to perform an effective 
comparison, their logarithmic values (on basis 10) needed to be used for the 
subsequent considerations. Each property of the materials was ranked with a grade, 
in a scale from 1 to 10, covering the whole range of values so that the lowest one 
scored 1 and the highest one scored 10. Afterwards, a weighted average was 
computed and a final grade was assigned to each material ( 

Table 3). A weighting factor of 2 was assigned to the maximum strain because 
flexibility and device compliance are of major relevance for the considered 
application. All the other properties had the same weight (weighting factor of 1). 
Due to lack of data, some options were penalized, but the results are acceptable for 
a qualitative assessment. 
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Table 2 Electroactive polymers: overview on data available in literature 

 

 Type (specific) Maximum 
strain 

Maximum 
pressure 

Specific 
elastic 
energy 
density 

Elastic 
energy 
density 

Coupling 
efficiency k2 

Maximum 
efficiency 

Specific 
density 

Relative 
speed 

(full cycle) 
References 

  % MPa J/g J/cm3 % % g/cm3   

Natural 
reference 

Natural muscle 
(human skeletal) 40 0,35 0,07 0,07 – 35 1 Medium [26], [27] 

 Natural muscle 
(peaks in nature) 100 0,8 0,04 0,04 – 40 1 Slow–fast [10], [12], [27] 

Ionic EAPs Ionic gels 
(polyelectrolyte) 40 0,3 0,06 0,06 – 30 1 Slow [26] 

 IPMC 3 30 – – – – 1 – [12], [15], [16] 

 Conducting polymer 
(PANI) 10 450 23 23 1 5 1 Slow [12], [26], [28] 

 Carbon Nanotubes 2 26 200 200 – – 1 Fast [10], [12], [13] 

Electronic 
EAPs 

Piezoelectric 
polymer (PVDF) 10 4,8 0,0013 0,0024 7 – 1,8 Fast [26] 

 
Electrostrictive 
polymer [P(VDF–
TrFE)] 

4,3 43 0,49 0,92 – 80 1,8 Fast [26], [29] 

 Liquid Crystal 
Elastomers 4 – – 0,02 – – – Fast [12] 

 
Dielectric elastomer 
(acrylic with 
prestrain) 

380 7,2 3,4 3,4 85 60–80 1 Medium [10], [12], [26], 
[30] 

 
Dielectric elastomer 
(silicone with 
prestrain) 

63 3 0,75 0,75 63 90 1 Fast [12], [30] 

 
Dielectric elastomer 
(silicone - nominal 
prestrain) 

32 1,36 0,22 0,2 54 90 1 Fast [26] 

 Carbon Nanotubes 
Aerogels 220 16 0,03 – – – 0,0015 Fast [25] 

Other 
materials 

Piezoelectric 
ceramic (PZT) 0,2 110 0,013 0,1 52 90 7,7 Fast [26] 

 Piezoelectric single 
crystal (PZT-PT) 1,7 131 0,13 1 81 90 7,7 Fast [26] 

 Shape memory alloy 
(TiNi) 5 200 15 100 5 10 6,5 Slow [26] 

 Magnetostrictive 
(Terfenol-D) 0,2 70 0,0027 0,025 – 60 9 Fast [26] 

 
Electrostatic devices 
(integrated force 
array) 

50 0,03 0,0015 0,0025 50 90 1 Fast [12], [26] 

 Electromagnetic 
(Voice Coil) 50 0,1 0,003 0,025 – 90 8 Fast [12], [26] 
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Table 3 Grades for each material properties 

 

In this evaluation, the Natural muscle (peaks in nature) scores 6/10: therefore, 
all the alternatives with higher grades are “sufficient” and suitable candidates for 
artificial muscles applications, even though further considerations are needed. 

The ranking list is reported in Table 4. The top performing option is represented 
by Carbon Nanotubes Aerogels. This is a promising technology, even though at the 
very first stage of development: it gets the maximum score (10) in pressure 
provided, strain and actuation speed. Data about energy are missing and further 
investigations are needed. Thanks to its dramatically low density due to the aerogel 

 Type (specific) Maximum 
pressure/ρ 

Maximum 
strain 

Elastic 
energy 
density 

Relative 
speed 
(full 

cycle) 

Final 
grade 

Natural 
reference Natural muscle (human skeletal) 3 8 3 5 5,40 
 Natural muscle (peaks in nature) 4 9 3 5 6,00 

Ionic EAPs Ionic gels (polyelectrolyte) 3 8 3 1 4,60 
 IPMC 6 4 0 0 2,80 
 Conducting polymer (PANI) 8 6 9 1 6,00 
 Carbon Nanotubes 6 4 10 10 6,80 
Electronic 
EAPs Piezoelectric polymer (PVDF) 4 6 1 10 5,40 
 Electrostrictive polymer [P(VDF–TrFE)] 6 5 6 10 6,40 
 Liquid Crystal Elastomers 0 4 2 10 4,00 
 Dielectric elastomer (acrylic with prestrain) 5 10 7 5 7,40 
 Dielectric elastomer (silicone with prestrain) 5 8 6 10 7,40 
 Dielectric elastomer (silicone - nominal 

prestrain) 4 7 4 10 6,40 
 Carbon Nanotubes Aerogels 10 10 0 10 8,00 
Other 
technologies Piezoelectric ceramic (PZT) 6 1 4 10 4,40 
 Piezoelectric single crystal (PZT-PT) 6 3 6 10 5,60 
 Shape memory alloy (TiNi) 6 5 10 1 5,40 
 Magnetostrictive (Terfenol-D) 5 1 3 10 4,00 
 Electrostatic devices (integrated force array) 1 8 1 10 5,60 
 Electromagnetic (Voice Coil) 1 8 3 10 6,00 
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formulation, stiffness provided by carbon nanotubes and large achievable strains 
enabled by the actuation mechanism, CNT Aerogels are potentially the best option. 
The state of the art of the technology is still too immature for an application in the 
short-medium term and, therefore, it was disregarded for the moment. 

Table 4 Ranking list of the alternative materials 

Rank Type (specific) Final 
grade Rank Type (specific) Final 

grade 

1 Carbon Nanotubes Aerogels 8 11 Electrostatic devices (integrated force 
array) 5,6 

2 Dielectric elastomer (silicone with prestrain) 7,4 12 Shape memory alloy (TiNi) 5,4 

3 Dielectric elastomer (acrylic with prestrain) 7,4 13 Piezoelectric polymer (PVDF) 5,4 

4 Carbon Nanotubes 6,8 14 Natural muscle (human skeletal) 5,4 

5 Electrostrictive polymer [P(VDF–TrFE)] 6,4 15 Ionic gels (polyelectrolyte) 4,6 

6 Dielectric elastomer (silicone - nominal 
prestrain) 6,4 16 Piezoelectric ceramic (PZT) 4,4 

7 Conducting polymer (PANI) 6 17 Magnetostrictive (Terfenol-D) 4 

8 Electromagnetic (Voice Coil) 6 18 Liquid Crystal Elastomers 4 

9 Natural muscle (peaks in nature) 6 19 IPMC 2,8 

10 Piezoelectric single crystal (PZT-PT) 5,6    

 

The second and the third places are occupied by Dielectric elastomers. Both 
solutions require a material prestrain to guarantee high performances and, in this 
respect, the possibility to tailor a preferential direction of actuation represents a 
plus, according to the project requirements. Furthermore, this technology is already 
available on the market and its development has already reached a quite mature 
state. 

Carbon nanotubes have such a high grade mainly thanks to the great elastic 
energy density and the fast actuation response. Nevertheless, they are not 
appropriate for the project application because they need a liquid electrolytic 
medium to work, with all the resulting complications (encapsulation of the device), 
and they have a very poor maximum strain. 

Electrostrictive polymer [P(VDF-TrFE)] scores a sufficient mark, thanks to the 
relatively high pressure that it is able to provide and the fast response. Anyway, it 
still has some drawbacks: the maximum strain achievable, reported in literature, is 
small and the actuation mechanism is highly temperature dependent. The latter 
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feature represents an important constraint for space application because proper 
working cannot be guaranteed in presence of large thermal excursions, typically 
registered during extra-vehicular activities. 

PANI, a conductive polymer, results sufficient: it is characterized by the highest 
maximum pressure and it shows good elastic energy density, but its actuation 
response is slow and its maximum strain limited. 

IPMC and Liquid Crystals Elastomers pay the price of missing information, 
resulting in an underestimation of their actual performance. For this reason, further 
investigations and, possibly, testing are required. 

In order to have a graphical outlook, the top-score results have been reported in 
Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Radar chart of the top-score options 

 

Each shape represents a material and its dimensions are given by the score 
obtained in the four considered properties: the bigger is the shape, the better is the 

Maximum
pressure/density

Maximum strain

Elastic energy
density (J/cm3)

Relative speed (full
cycle)

Carbon Nanotubes Aerogels
Dielectric elastomer (acrylic with prestrain)
Carbon Nanotubes
Electrostrictive polymer [P(VDF–TrFE)]
Conducting polymer (PANI)
Natural muscle (peaks in nature)
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performance of each alternative. The reference, Natural muscle (peaks in nature), 
is indicated by the filled quadrangle. Despite the Carbon Nanotubes Aerogel 
presents the largest area, the Dielectric elastomer (acrylic with prestrain) has a 
shape analogous to the natural muscle’s one, but larger: this is an additional 
confirmation of the fact that the Dielectric Elastomers option is consistent with the 
reference and, therefore, adequate for artificial muscles application. 

Further considerations for the material comparison may be drawn from a Pareto 
efficiency1 analysis of the available alternatives. For each material, two parameters 
(to be optimized) were chosen: maximum pressure, divided by density, and 
maximum strain. The inverse of the logarithm on base 10 of both quantities was 
then computed and taken into account. The resulting plot is reported in Figure 3: 
each bubble represents a candidate material and the alternatives which perform 
better, with respect to the parameters considered, are the closest to the axes origin. 
Looking at the chart, there is no option that minimizes, at the same time, both the 
parameters; therefore, a trade-off curve (Pareto front) has was traced. The bubbles 
on the Pareto front are not dominated by any other possibility and they are Pareto 
efficient, while all the others are dominated and do not optimize the performance. 

The not dominated solutions are the Carbon Nanotubes Aerogel and the 
Dielectric elastomer (acrylic with prestrain). These materials present the best 
combinations of maximum pressure and maximum strain and, in this context, are 
the best alternatives. 

According to the available data and the previous considerations, the dielectric 
elastomers represent the best compromise for the intended application. In fact, they 
allow large strains and both maximum pressure and energy density are superior to 
(but of the same order of magnitude of) the natural muscles’ ones. Those features 
make them the favorite candidates to perform as artificial muscles, intended to help 
astronauts in their extra-vehicular activities: in fact they should provide enough 
pressure without further limiting dexterity and with no risk of hurting the user. 

                                                
1. In the engineering context, Pareto efficiency is a useful selection method. Each option is first 

assessed under multiple criteria and then a subset of options is identified with the property that no 
other option can categorically outperform any of its members. 
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Figure 3 Materials bubble chart with Pareto front 

 

2.5.1 Dielectric elastomers materials 

Elastomeric materials are usually characterized by a hyperelastic behaviour, i.e. the 
stress-strain curve presents three regions (Figure 4): a first linear region with a 
relatively “high” stiffness, followed by a plateau region, in which the Young 
modulus drops, and culminating in a stretch-hardening region, in which the 
elastomer becomes stiffer again. 

Among the candidates for dielectric elastomer actuators, three groups of 
polymers were identified: silicones, polyurethanes and acrylic elastomers. The 
mechanical and electrical properties of few representatives of those groups of 
materials are presented in Table 5. 
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Figure 4 Typical stress-strain curve for an elastomer 

 

Table 5 Comparison of some dielectric elastomers properties 

Polymer 
(specific type) Prestrain Energy 

density 

Maximum 
actuation 
pressure 

Thickness 
strain 

Area 
strain 

Young’s 
modulus 

Breakdown 
electric 

field 

Dielectric 
constant Efficiency Reference 

 (x%, y%) MJ/m3 Mpa % % MPa MV/m  %  

Silicone (Nusil 
CF19-2186) (45, 45) 0,75 3 39 64 1,0 350 2,8 79 [23] 

Polyurethane 
(Deerfield 
PT6100S) 

– 0,087 1,6 11 – 17 160 7 – [26] 

Acrylic (3M 
VHB 4910) (300, 300) 3,4 7,2 61 158 3,0 412 4,8 80 [23] 

 

2.5.2 Effects of prestrain on dielectric elastomers 

Prestraining the elastomeric dielectric film, it is possible to increase its properties 
and improve the functioning of the actuator device as a whole. The material benefits 
from the prestrain application in terms of higher breakdown strength, better 
mechanical efficiency and faster actuation response, with just a limited reduction 
of the dielectric constant [12]. 

Furthermore, by means of prestrain, a tailorable anisotropy can be introduced 
in the material. With a proper design of the device, it is therefore possible to reach 
a preferential direction of actuation “by applying high prestrain in the direction 
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perpendicular to the desired actuation direction and low prestrain along the 
actuation direction” [12]. 

Although prestrain brings many advantages, it requires a framing structure to 
keep the material in mechanical tension during actuation. This adds complexity to 
the device itself, increasing its mass and volume, and needs a focused design 
process. 

2.6 Dielectric Elastomers modelling 

As previously mentioned, the working principle of a dielectric elastomers (DEs) 
actuator is grounded in its capacitive nature: it is modelled as a parallel plate 
capacitor with dielectric made of a linearly elastic material. The application of bias 
causes a contraction in thickness of the dielectric, due to the electrostatic attractive 
force between the two electrodes, and a planar expansion in the other two directions 
(Figure 5). 

The dielectric material can be reasonably assumed to be incompressible, 
therefore: 

𝑙 ∙ 𝑤 ∙ 𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 

(Eq.  5) 

where l is the length, w the width and t the thickness of the dielectric. Or 
alternatively: 

(1 + 𝑠H)I1+ 𝑠JK(1 + 𝑠4) = 1 

(Eq.  6) 

where 𝑠H, 𝑠J and 𝑠4 are the strains in the three directions. 

 The electrostatic stress generated across the electrodes is the Maxwell 
pressure, described by: 

𝑝 = 𝜀M ∙ 𝜀' ∙ 𝐸A 

(Eq.  7) 
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where 𝜀M is the material relative dielectric constant, 𝜀' is the vacuum dielectric 
constant and E is the applied electric field. Furthermore, the previous equation can 
be written as a function of voltage V and dielectric thickness t: 

𝑝 = 𝜀M ∙ ε' ∙ P
𝑉
𝑡 R

A

 

(Eq.  8) 

 

 

Figure 5 Working principle of dielectric elastomers 

 

2.6.1 Free boundary condition 

To a first approximation, the dielectric material was considered linearly elastic and 
isotropic (with a Young Modulus Y) and a free boundary condition2 was assumed 
for the actuator. Under those hypotheses, the thickness strain is given by: 

𝑠4 = −
𝑝
𝑌 = −

𝜀M ∙ 𝜀' ∙ 𝐸A

𝑌 = −
𝜀M ∙ 𝜀' ∙ (𝑉 𝑡⁄ )A

𝑌  

(Eq.  9) 

                                                
2. When no constraint is applied to the DE actuator, the electrostatic pressure 

(Eq.  7) strains the polymeric film until the elastomer’s elastic stress (spring back 
effect) prevents further expansion. 
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This simple model is valid only for small strains (<10%). For larger 
deformation, maintaining the linear elasticity assumption, another model has been 
put forward by Pelrine et al. [12], [31]: 

𝑠4 =
2
3 +

1
3 V𝑓

(𝑠4') +
1

𝑓(𝑠4')
X 

(Eq.  10) 

where 

𝑓(𝑠4') = Y2 + 27𝑠4' +
[−4 + (2 + 27𝑠4')A]^ A⁄

2
_
^ `⁄

 

(Eq.  11) 

and 

𝑠4' = −
p
𝑌 = −

𝜀M ∙ 𝜀' ∙ 𝐸A

𝑌 = −
𝜀M ∙ 𝜀' ∙ (𝑉 𝑧'⁄ )A

𝑌  

(Eq.  12) 

In the free boundary condition the strains in the x and y direction can be 
considered equal 

𝑠H = 𝑠J = 𝑠0 

(Eq.  13) 

and, therefore, recalling the constant volume constraint (Eq.  6) and solving for 
𝑠0: 

𝑠0 = (1 + 𝑠4)c',d − 1 

(Eq.  14) 

A comparison of the two models was performed (Figure 6): the large 
deformation (Eq.  10) provided values of strain higher than those resulting from the 
equation valid for small deformations (Eq.  9). 
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Figure 6 Small strains and large strains models compared 

 

Both the previously described models are hookean, i.e. they assume the Young 
modulus to be constant throughout all the deformation process. Actually, 
elastomeric materials usually show a viscoelastic, time-dependent behavior and are 
non-hookean. More accurate models, which take into account those features of the 
material, have been developed [12], but for the preliminary assessment aimed in 
this work, the hookean model represents a reasonably good approximation. 
Furthermore, according to their typical mechanical behavior, elastomers show a 
decrease in elastic modulus with increasing strains. Therefore, the application of a 
hookean model gives an overestimation of the material stiffness and the predicted 
strains will be lower than those really achievable during actuation (Eq.  9 shows 
that strain and Young modulus are inversely proportional). Eventually, the use of 
the simple hookean approach will bring to an underestimation of the actuation 
strains and to an over dimensioning of the system (conservative approach). 

2.7 Actuator multilayer design 

The actuation device is based on the selected electroactive polymers, the dielectric 
elastomers. DEs proved to be the best trade-off in terms of deformability and 
maximum stress they are able to apply. According to their working principle, these 
smart polymeric materials are linear actuators, i.e. they apply a stress along a plane, 
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mainly in one direction (if prestrained). On the other hand, the finger joints need a 
bending actuation and, therefore, an appropriate design of the device becomes 
necessary. 

The adopted solution is based on the unimorph cantilever working principle: 
the coupling of a DEs layer with a passive layer results in an overall bending of the 
device (Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7 Unimorph DE actuators working principle 

 

Due to the peculiarity of finger joints, aside from bending, the device needs 
also to linearly elongate. For this reason it is not possible to use a passive stiff layer 
in the unimorph design. 

Consequently the multilayer structure designed is made of N active layers. In 
the example presented in Figure 8 N=5. Each layer performs a different linear 
elongation, so that 𝜀d > 𝜀h > 𝜀` > 𝜀A > 𝜀^. The resulting actuation is both a linear 
expansion along the finger and a bending on the joint. 
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Figure 8 Multilayer Elongation and Bending Actuator (MEBA). (a) No voltage applied. 
(b) The application of different voltages causes different linear elongations. (c) The 

resulting deformation is both a linear elongation and a bending. 

 

To achieve a gradient of linear strains across the device’s thickness, a different 
voltage is applied on each layer. According to the considerations previously drawn, 
the planar strain along the polymeric dielectric increases with the bias applied and, 
therefore 

𝜀d > 𝜀h > 𝜀` > 𝜀A > 𝜀^ ⟺ 𝑉d > 𝑉h > 𝑉 > 𝑉A > 𝑉  

As a result, applying the proper voltage to each layer, the device actuates 
according to the requirements, remaining compliant with the finger. The device 
described above has been named MEBA (Multilayer Elongation and Bending 
Actuator). 

Figure 9 shows the arrangement on the index finger of the three MEBAs, one 
for each joint (MCP in green, PIP in red and DIP in yellow). Every MEBA needs 
to be dimensioned according to the specific geometry of the joint and to the loading 
conditions. 
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Figure 9 MEBAs arrangement on the index finger 

 

2.7.1 Kinematics and dynamics specifications 

The needed actuation obviously depends on the applied external forces and on the 
way these forces are translated to torques on finger joints. After having identified 
the torque on each joint, the interaction between finger and actuation and the 
geometrical and physical characteristics of the Elastomer, it is possible to define the 
maximum stress acting on Elastomer. This is also the stress the Elastomer must 
provide by means of voltage-stress relationship; thus, we will verify the coherence 
between available actuation stress and required stress. 

 

Figure 10 Joints of finger 
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Several studies [32] have been performed on hand-tools interactions to identify 
the forces applied by the hand in actions similar to the ones that astronauts do in 
EVAs. Obviously, we start from an experimentally identified set of forces and we 
multiply them for a coefficient to assure that the actuation can provide the 
maximum required force. 

 

Table 6 Forces of the finger joints [32] 

Motions Force (N) 

Finger MCP joint 3,92 

Finger PIP and DIP joint 8,82 

Lateral motion of thumb 7,84 

Thumb MCP joint 6,86 

Thumb PIP and DIP joints 5,39 

 

The needed torques are calculated, 

	k
𝜏^
𝜏A
𝜏`
m = J^(𝒒)p ∙ q

𝐹H^
𝐹J^

r , k
𝜏^
𝜏A
𝜏`
m = JA(𝒒)p ∙ q

𝐹HA
𝐹JA

r , k
𝜏^
𝜏A
𝜏`
m = J`(𝒒)p ∙ q

𝐹H`
𝐹J`

r	 

And their sum give us the total torques.	 

k
𝜏^
𝜏A
τ`
m = J^(𝒒)p ∙ q

𝐹H^
𝐹J^

r + JA(𝒒)p ∙ q
𝐹HA
𝐹JA

r + J`(𝒒)p ∙ q
𝐹H`
𝐹J`

r 

The calculations for all the positions are necessary to identify the maximum 
absolute torques, the maximum torque required at maximum rotation, and to 
understand if there are positions in which specifications are less strict. 

With rough calculation is easy to find, in the most critical configuration, the 
following values of torques. We assume as forces values the ones reported in the 
table in order to have the chance to totally sustain the external loads by mean if the 
robotic glove. 
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k
𝜏^
𝜏A
𝜏`
m = J^(𝟎)p ∙ u

0
3.92	𝑁z + JA

(𝟎)p ∙ u 0
8.82		𝑁z + J`

(𝟎)p ∙ u 0
8.82	𝑁z 

k
𝜏^
𝜏A
𝜏`
m = k

𝟕. 𝟗 ∙ 𝟏𝟎c𝟏	𝑵𝒎
𝟐. 𝟒 ∙ 𝟏𝟎c𝟏	𝑵𝒎
𝟒. 𝟒 ∙ 𝟏𝟎c𝟐	𝑵𝒎

m 

These are approximate values that are useful to evaluate the feasibility of the 
solutions we analyse. We remind that the torque 𝜏^ calculated in this way is 
referring to the joint MCP, the torque 𝜏A to the PIP and 𝜏` to DIP. 

2.7.2 Structural model of the actuator 

Actuation is provided by the three MEBAs put on the upper side of the finger, each 
one corresponding to a joint. The functioning of the three joints is analogue, thus 
we can analyse only one of them. In particular the PIP joint was considered; with 
appropriate changes, the found solution can be adapted to the other joints of the 
finger. 

The actuator, in contact with the end, exchanges a train of loads to maintain the 
finger in equilibrium state or to provide a rotation to it. A first modeling can be the 
one depicted in Figure 11. The momentum reported is caused by the external forces, 
whose relationship and value are explained above. 

 

 

Figure 11 Interaction model between actuator (top) and finger (bottom) 
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𝒑 
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Figure 12 Visual representation of the interaction between actuator and finger 

 

The two elements are grounded because the finger is joined to the hand and the 
actuator is joined to the previous one, blocked by the control. In order to consider 
the worst situation, we substitute the pressure load train with a concentrated force 
at the end of the contact area between the actuator and the finger. 

 

 

Figure 13 Simplified interaction model between actuator (top) and finger (bottom) 
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The maximum momentum the actuator has to sustain is given by the simple 
expression: 

𝑀"0H = 𝜏 ∙
𝑙^
𝑙A
= 2𝜏 

From now on, we will focus on the second joint (PIP), because the CMC is in 
a position allowing more space for the actuator, so that it would not be a problem 
to increase the dimension of the MEBA to sustain a larger momentum. The DIP 
joint has such a small torque that dimensioning is not critical. 

The maximum mechanical stress required to apply this momentum, referring to 
the structure of MEBA, and with the reasonable hypothesis that the number of 
elements it is large enough, could be calculated this way: 

𝑀"0H = 𝑏 ∙�𝜎; ∙ 𝑦; ∙ ℎ;

�

^�;

= 𝑏 ∙ � 𝜎 ∙ 𝑦 ∙ 𝑑𝑦
?
A

c?A

 

In which b is the width, y is the vertical coordinate (with the origin in the middle 
of the section), and ℎ; is the thickness of each layer. The MEBA is actuated to have 
a linear distribution of 𝜎, written as the sum of a mean value 𝜎?, and a linear zero 
mean component, 𝜎� = 𝜎"0H,� ∙

J
?
A�
, where 𝑡 is the thickness of the MEBA. 

𝑀"0H = 𝑏 ∙ � �𝜎? + 𝜎"0H,� ∙
𝑦
𝑡
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= 𝜎"0H,� ∙ 𝑏 ∙
𝑡A

6  
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𝑏 ∙ 𝑡
A
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So, the maximum stress is given by the sum of the spring back effect and of the 
momentum given to equilibrate the structure. 

The elastic return effect depends on the rotation of the considered joint. In fact, 
being the neutral axis not in the center of the MEBA, it will be subjected to a linear 
deformation with mean value different from zero. 
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The maximum bending strain is computed from: 

𝜀�,"0H =
𝑦"0H
𝜌 =

𝑡
2𝜌 =

𝑡

2 �𝑙� +
𝑡
2�

 

Where 𝜌 is the curvature radius, which split in two components, one depending 
from the height of the material ?

A
 and the remaining being 𝑙�. The curvature radius 

obviously depends on the performed rotation. 

The mean strain of the section is easily computed considering the curvature 
radius again. In fact, the overall mean deformation is given by the arc of the created 
circumference and the strain is computed in the following way: 

𝑟 ∙ 𝛼 = Δ𝐿		⟹		𝜀? =
𝑟 ∙ 𝛼
𝐿'

=
P
ℎ�
2 + 𝑡

2R ∙ 𝛼

𝐿'
 

Where 𝐿' is the length of the MEBA, ℎ� is the finger thickness of the, and 𝛼 is 
the rotation of the joint. 

Finally, the maximum total stress to be sustained is given by: 

𝜎? ? = 𝜎"0H,� + 𝑌I𝜀�,"0H + 𝜀?K

=
𝑀"0H ∙ 6

𝑏 ∙
1
𝑡A + Y ∙ ¢

𝑡

2 �𝑙� +
𝑡
2�
+
P
ℎ�
2 + 𝑡

2R ∙ 𝛼

𝐿'
£ 

(Eq.  15) 

where 𝑌 is the Young modulus. 

For substituting the numerical values we will focus on the second joint (PIP), 
because the MCP is in a position allowing more space for the actuator, so that it 
would not be a problem to increase dimension of the Elastomer to sustain an larger 
momentum, whereas the DIP joint has such a small torque that dimensioning is not 
critical. 
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Numerical values were extracted from different sources and methods, 
integrating: 

• data of studies of researches, as in the case of the forces or average values 
of finger dimension 

• data given directly by astronauts in interviews 
• data experimentally measured and estimated 

The maximum momentum to be sustained from the second joint was found to 
be: 

𝑀"0H = 4.8	10c^	𝑁𝑚 

From the interviews to astronauts it was known that the most closed condition 
required is equivalent to holding a 5 cm diameter ball in one hand. It was estimated 
that this corresponds to a maximum rotation of 45 degrees and  to a curvature radius 
of 2 cm (𝑙�). 

 

 

Figure 14 The figure reports the deformed configuration used to extract the geometric 
parameters needed for the dimensioning 
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The other data needed to compute the relationship between the stress 𝜎? ? and 
the height of the material 𝑡 are: 

𝒀 = 𝟑	𝑴𝑷𝒂 

𝒍𝝆 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟎	𝒎 

𝒉𝐟 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟐	𝒎 

𝜶 =
𝝅
𝟒 	𝒓𝒂𝒅 

𝑳𝟎 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟎	𝐦 

(Eq.  15) describes the maximum stress in the top layer (the most stressed and 
strained) of the MEBA. 𝜎? ? can be plotted as a function of total thickness (t) of the 
MEBA (Figure 15): the graph shows that, as the total thickness increases, the stress 
on the top layer decreases. Comparing this feature with the actuation stress applied 
by the dielectric elastomer, it is possible to determine the threshold thickness for 
the MEBA. 

 

 

Figure 15 Dependence between maximum stress on the actuator and its height 

 

Two considerations have to be drawn to motivate the hypothesis done. 
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First, the high flexibility of the material could induce to think that the 
momentum it has to sustain will cause too big deformation to the material itself, 
changing the contact point with the finger. This phenomenon is not due to happen 
because we plan to put a covering around the material, similarly to an internal glove 
(as depicted in the Figure 16), in order to prevent a radial deformation of the 
elastomer over a fixed value. In this way, we will be sure that the MEBA will 
transmit the forces as modelled. 

Secondly, the contact between the Elastomer and the just explained covering 
will reduce the load on the most critical point of the material, increasing the safety 
factor. 

Lastly, the most critical conditions for the external forces and for the bending 
contributions were summed. Nevertheless, they take part to two completely 
opposite situation, when the finger is completely stretched for the forces, and when 
the finger is completely closed for the bending. This is another reason why the 
forces we can apply are underestimated in these calculations. 

 

 

Figure 16 Representation of the external structure limiting to a maximum radial 
deformation the actuator 
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2.7.3 MEBA dimensioning 

(Eq.  15) gives an indication of the major stress that the dielectric elastomer actuator 
is required to apply. Therefore, the values computed and reported in Figure 15 
represent the threshold pressure that the material has to provide, as a function of the 
device’s thickness. The next step is to compute the maximum pressure the DE is 
able to produce and to compare it to the requirements, in order to choose the 
minimum thickness needed for the device to work properly. 

The worst loading conditions occur in the top layer of the MEBA, so, for the 
following evaluations, a small element of that layer is considered. The presence of 
loading constraints requires a proper evaluation and, even though the mathematical 
model previously presented is no longer valid, the initial assumptions on the 
material are the same: we consider the DE to be incompressible, homogeneous, 
isotropic, with a linear elastic mechanical behaviour. 

The element taken into account (Figure 17) is prestrained in the z-direction. 
This way, no further deformation along z can occur and 𝑧' = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. The Maxwell 
pressure, due to the application of the voltage V, is applied along y and the actuation 
stress is directed along x. 

 

 

Figure 17 Dielectric elastomer element 
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The loading state and the geometry of the element lead to a plane strain in each 
x-y section and it can be assumed that all the cross sections, along z, are in the same 
condition [33], [34]. Taking one of those sections, the state of stress is described by 
the Hooke’s law in the form of: 

¼
𝜀H
𝜀J
𝜀4
½ =

1
𝑌 ∙

¼
1 −𝜈 −𝜈
−𝜈 1 −𝜈
−𝜈 −𝜈 1

½ ∙ ¼
𝜎H
𝜎J
𝜎4
½ 

(Eq.  16) 

Where Y is the Young modulus and 𝜈 is the Poisson’s ratio. 

The plane strain condition imposes 𝜀4 = 0 and, therefore, it is possible to write: 

𝜎4 = 𝜈(𝜎H + 𝜎J) 

𝜀H =
1
𝑌
¿(1 − 𝜈A)𝜎H − 𝜈(1 + 𝜈)𝜎JÀ 

𝜀J =
1
𝑌
¿(1 − 𝜈A)𝜎J − 𝜈(1 + 𝜈)𝜎HÀ 

(Eq.  17) 

Moreover, no shear stress is present along x and y, therefore 𝜎HJ = 0, as well 
as 𝜀HJ = 0. 

To evaluate the maximum actuation stress the material can apply along x, a 
dummy constraint is placed so that the deformation in the x-direction is imposed to 
be zero, 𝜀H = 0. Consequentely, it is possible to write a direct relation between the 
stresses in the y and x directions: 

𝜎H =
𝜈(1 + 𝜈)
(1 − 𝜈A) ∙ 𝜎J 

Substituting 𝜎H and 𝜎J with 𝜎07?>0?; < and 𝑝¹0Hº699 : 

𝜎07?>0?; < =
𝜈(1 + 𝜈)
(1 − 𝜈A) ∙ 𝑝¹0Hº699  

(Eq.  18) 
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For elastomeric materials the Poisson’s ratio is 𝜈 ≅ 0,50. It results, recalling 
(Eq.  8), that: 

𝜎07?>0?; < ≅ 𝑝¹0Hº699 = 𝜀M ∙ 𝜀' ∙ P
𝑉
ℎR

A

 

(Eq.  19) 

where 𝜀M is the material relative dielectric constant, 𝜀' is the vacuum dielectric 
constant, V is the applied voltage and h is the thickness of the DE layer. 

Eventually, it is possible to express the actuation stress the material is able to 
exert as a function of both layer thickness and voltage applied. Superimposing the 
resulting curves to the plot of Figure 15, it is possible to identify the working point 
of the actuator, dimensioning both thickness and voltage to apply. 

To perform those evaluations, the Acrylic Dielectric Elastomer (3M VHB 
4910) has been chosen because it is the best performing alternative. The properties 
of the material are presented in Table 7. 

 

Table 7 Properties of Acrylic Dielectric Elastomer (3M VHB 4910) 

Prestrain Energy 
density 

Maximum 
actuation 
pressure 

Young’s 
modulus 

Breakdown 
electric field 

Dielectric 
constant Efficiency Reference 

(x%, y%) MJ/m3 Mpa MPa MV/m  %  

(300, 300) 3,4 7,2 3,0 412 4,8 80 [23] 

 

It is important to point out that the maximum actuation pressure (7,2 MPa) has 
been computed by means of the Maxwell relation (Eq.  7), applying the breakdown 
electric field. Therefore, this value represents the superior limit to the actuation 
stress that the material is able to provide, regardless the device’s geometry. 
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The MEBA designed for the PIP joint is made of N=8 layers. Thus the 
thickness of each layer is ℎ = 𝑡 8⁄ , where t is the total thickness of the MEBA, and 
the actuation strain (Eq.  19) becomes: 

𝜎07?>0?; < = 𝜀M ∙ 𝜀' ∙ P
𝑉
𝑡 8⁄ R

A

 

(Eq.  20) 

In Figure 18the actuation stress, provided by the Acrylic Dielectric Elastomer 
on the top layer of the MEBA with different voltages, is superimposed to the total 
stress required on the PIP joint, as computed thanks to (Eq.  15). 

 

 

Figure 18 Superposition of the actuation stresses provided by DEs at different voltages 
and the total stress required 

 

The intersections between the full line and the dotted lines identify the 
maximum MEBA thickness for each voltage. In order to provide enough pressure, 
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the top layer of the MEBA needs at least the application of 300	V. With that bias, 
the maximum thickness of the actuator can be 𝑡 = 0,008	𝑚 and, for the single layer, 
ℎ = 0,001	𝑚. Since the other layers of the MEBA are less stressed, they need a 
lower voltage to guarantee the proper working of the device. 

According to the previous calculations and considerations, the Acrylic 
Dielectric Elastomer MEBA proved to satisfy the actuation requirements for the 
PIP joint of the index fingers. With some changes in the geometry it is possible to 
realize the actuators for the other joints and, eventually, a complete, light and 
compliant actuation for the fingers movement can be realized. 

2.8 Actuator coaxial design 

In order to endow fabrics with actuating functions, fiber-shaped actuators may be 
particularly effective. At the end of the 1990s, conducting polymer fiber actuators 
was presented [35] obtaining a fiber-like structure that showed strains of about 0,3% 
and active stresses around 3 MPa, with driving voltages lower than 1 V. However, 
the deformation of a conducting polymer was strongly anisotropic, with a 
deformation along the radial size that made the fibers not suitable in a real use-case 
scenario. 

 

 

Figure 19 Dielectric elastomer coaxial design 

 

Figure 19 shows the solution here proposed. This solution exploits the 
advantages of the multilayer geometry previously described, “rolling” it into a 
coaxial configuration. A coaxial structure allows the design of a fiber-shaped 
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actuator that can be endowed within a fabric. As mentioned above, different voltage 
levels are applied to different EAP layers, obtaining a fine control of the final 
deformation along the axial direction. Furthermore, the coaxial solution leads to an 
improvement of efficiency in terms of energy stored, with respect to the planar 
geometry. From an energy storage point of view, the EAP planar configuration can 
be approximated to a parallel-plate capacitor, whose capacitance is: 

𝐶 = 𝜀
𝑆
𝑑 

(Eq.  21) 

where e is the dielectric constant of the polymer, S is the surface area of the 
plates and d is the distance between them. Therefore, the energy stored (W) is 

𝑊 =
1
2𝐶𝑉

A = 𝜀
𝑆
2𝑑 𝑉

A 

(Eq.  22) 

As described in (Eq.  22), the energy stored is directly proportional to the 
surface area (S) and to the square of the applied voltage (V). Moreover, it is 
inversely proportional to the plates distance (d), that in the specific case of the EAP 
layer is the thickness (t) of the dielectric elastomer. 

Given those preliminary considerations, the coaxial design leads to relevant 
benefits in terms of energy storage efficiency and force generated. This come 
straightforward from a simple geometric consideration: given a fixed volume, a 
multilayer planar geometry has always a smaller surface area then a coaxial 
cylindrical one (𝑙A < 𝜋𝑙A), as shown in Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 20 Comparison of coaxial and planar architecture 
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In the following, an analytical demonstration of this assumption is provided, 
comparing a multilayer planar architecture and a coaxial cylindrical architecture. 
Figure 21 shows the final actuation result of a single EAP coaxial fiber. 

𝑆;,= = 𝑙;A 

𝑆;,7 = 𝜋𝑑; ∙ 𝑙 

where d is the diameter of the cylinder, 𝑆;,= and 𝑆;,7 are the i-th surface areas of 
a plane and a cylinder, respectively. Considering an equal number of planar layers 
(N) and coaxial cylinders inscribed within a cube with the same volume, the sum of 
surface areas 𝑆�,= and 𝑆�,7 are respectively: 

𝑆�,= = 𝑙;A ∙ 𝑁 

𝑑; = 𝑙 − (𝑖 − 𝑙) ∙
𝑙
𝑁 

𝑆�,7 = �𝜋𝑙A V1 −
𝑖 − 1
𝑁 X

�

;�^

 

By solving the series 𝑆�,7, the intial assumption is demonstrated as follows: 

𝑆�,= < 𝑆�,7 

𝑙A𝑁 < 𝜋𝑙A V𝑁 −
𝑁 − 1
𝑁 X 

where the inequation is always respected for 𝑁 > 1. The result is a resizing of 
the device and an increase of the force generated. 
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Figure 21 EAP coaxial fiber activation with different voltages applied on each layer 

 

Considering the coaxial principle and investigating into the skeletal muscle 
architecture, the hierarchical structure of muscle fibers can be approximated to a 
bundle of EAP coaxial fibers that are able to generate a movement in response to 
an electrical stimulus. Figure 22 compares the muscle structure with a multi-fibers 
coaxial EAP architecture. Taking into account the possibility to individually 
activate each EAP fiber, applying different voltages, the muscle hierarchical 
selective recruitment principle can be mimicked. This allows to obtain the 
following advantages: 

• to have a fine control of the force produced; 
• to control the direction of the resulting deformation; 
• to further reduce the voltages required for the actuation. 

 

 

Figure 22 (a) Muscle hierarchical structure (b) Multi-fibers coaxial EAP architecture 
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2.8.1 Proof of Concept of the working principle 

Electroactive Polymers need high voltages to be activated, typically in the order of 
3–5kV. The use of passive components such as resistors and capacitors has been 
suggested as a method for simple and inexpensive coupling of electrical and 
mechanical response of the actuator [36]. The aim of the control circuit specifically 
designed is to test the possibility of controlling the polymer actuator layer at 
different voltages with an AVR microcontroller. This circuit makes use of a DC to 
DC converter, providing an output voltage in the range 100V to 3kV with an input 
of 1–12V range and a maximum output power of 1,5W. 

The test of the electronic circuit was performed using a single EAP layer 
(thickness of 100𝜇𝑚) based on 3M VHB acrylic material and monitoring its 
behaviour. Initially, the VHB sheet was pre-stretched (300% deformation along the 
two axes) with a squared pantograph structure (Figure 23) and attached to a rigid 
frame. 

 

 

Figure 23 Squared pantograph structure 

 

Then, thanks to the adhesive present on both sides of the VHB sheet, the 
flexible electrodes were made by depositing a dispersion of micro particles of 
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graphite (Sigma-Aldrich, average particle size < 20𝜇𝑚) on both sides. Finally, two 
copper connectors were attached with carbon grease to the flexible electrodes in 
order to allow the electrical connection to the control circuit. Figure 24 shows the 
EAP proof of concept that is able to change the diameter size of 1 mm/kV. The 
system was tested with different voltages adjusted with a digital potentiometer and 
voltage dividers. The DC-DC high voltage converter showed a linear input-output 
characteristic; however, the material does not change its shape with an applied 
voltage lower than 1 kV. Another monitored parameter was the relaxation time that 
resulted around 100 ms and was mainly due to the elastic recovery of the material. 

 

 

Figure 24 EAP proof of concept 

 

The production of a multilayer proof of concept was not possible with the 
available facilities and resources. In fact, the production process of a multilayer 
configuration has a high degree of complexity and needs a fine control of different 
parameters, such as the homogeneous thickness of all the layers, a proper 
mechanical compliance among the electrodes and the dielectric layers and an 
effective electric connection with the control circuit. Different attempts failed to 
produce stable prototypes. One of the major issue was the occurrence of short 
circuits where the dielectric material had any defect or in correspondence with the 
connections with the external control circuit. 

Eventually, it emerged the need of designing and producing a dedicated 
manufacturing setting and facilities, that required resources that were not available. 
For this reason, it was not possible to bring to completion to realization of a 
complete proof of concept for the solution conceived. 
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2.9 Conclusions and further activities 

In this chapter, a new concept of EAP geometry inspired by the muscle architecture 
and a proof of concept of the working principle of dielectric elastomers based EAPs 
has been presented. A deep analysis of a EAP multilayer configuration (well known 
in the scientific community) in combination with the application of different 
voltages on each layer is expected to lead to relevant improvements within the soft 
actuators technology. A fine control of the deformation and lower voltage applied 
are the major improvement with respect to the literature. Since an excessive 
increase in the number of layers may cause a stiffening of the actuator, the coaxial 
geometry provides a good solution to this issue. In fact, a performance improvement 
can be obtained by increasing the total surface area of the flexible electrodes 
without affecting the mechanical properties of the material. Furthermore, a coaxial 
structure allows to develop active fibers, that can be partially woven within a fill 
the gap of wearable man-machine interfaces. This solution was patented and 
brought to a further level of innovation taking inspiration from the anatomy of 
natural muscles. In principle, a multi-fibers coaxial configuration would allow 
further improvements of the EAP performance introducing the control of each fiber 
within a bundle. In fact, the selective activation of the fibers can be leveraged to 
control and change the strength and movement of the whole bundle, mimicking the 
behaviour of natural muscle fibers. 

Despite those promising improvements, there are several challenges to 
overcome from a material, electronic and integration point of view. Firstly, the 
material selection and improvement need to focus on dielectric elastomers with 
lower anisotropy values and lower dielectric constant in order to increase the 
electrostatic effect. This would bring, together with a reduction of the layers’ 
thickness, to reducing the required driving voltages. Besides, with a lower driving 
voltage, the overall size of the electronic circuit can be reduced. 

Another issue is the material-circuit interface through metallic plates. Actually, 
the wiring of the flexible electrodes with the electronic circuit is fragile and peak 
effects, generated by the metallic plates, can pierce the elastomeric layer, leading 
to a failure of the actuator. Carbon grease improves the connection of the plates, 
however is not perfectly stable. Finally, another challenge regards the 
manufacturing process, with particular reference to the coaxial configuration. 
Techniques used to develop and produce optical fibers, mainly based on co-
extrusion process, have been identified as viable options. 
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Despite these and other challenges (e.g. improvement of the device reliability 
and efficiency), the integration within a fabric of a EAP-based actuator and 
electronic and power functions represent a high potential enabler to develop 
completely compliant wearable electronic textiles. Figure 25 depicts graphically the 
technological jump required to move from well-known traditional actuator devices 
to the EAP technology. Currently, EAPs are in the area of technology discontinuity, 
having lower competitive advantages and performances with respect to commercial 
products, but with a promising growth and potential to fill the technological gap. 

 

Figure 25 EAP technology trend compared to traditional “hard” actuators 

 

Further development of the manufacturing process of the EAP fibers with the 
optimization solutions presented in this chapter may lead to fill the existing gap 
between mechanical actuators and the human body. 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 3 

Magnesium foams 

3.1 Introduction 

Aiming at the synergic integration of implanted biomaterials with the host 
organism, a design framework results crucial: biomimicry. It is straightforward to 
get inspiration from structures and solutions occurring in Nature in order to design 
devices intended to operate in symbiosis with a living organism. 

Within such outlook, the context of orthopaedic surgery sets the morphology 
of natural bone as reference. Designing choices regarding materials selection, 
production methods and treatments (in bulk and/or on surface) are addressed to 
reproduce the mechanical and functional features of natural bone. In fact, if on one 
side the orthopaedic implant is required not to collapse under the mechanical load 
applied, on the other it should not bear excessively or exclusively the forces acting 
on the bone in order not to induce a stress-shielding effect. This phenomenon, in 
fact, may be critical since it reduces considerably the stimulation of regenerative 
bone cells and, ultimately, slows down the recovery of natural bone [37]-[40]. 
Given the previous considerations, the most important mechanical characteristics 
of natural bones are reported in Table 8 [3], [4], [41]-[43]. 
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Table 8 Typical characteristics of human bones 

Average bone density 1 – 2 g/cm3 

Young’s Modulus of cortical bone 3 – 23 GPa 

Young’s Modulus of cancellous bone 0,01 – 1,57 GPa 

Yield strength of cortical bone 105 – 180 MPa 

Ultimate tensile strength of cancellous bone 1,5 – 38 MPa 

 

The natural bone has a complex structure, resulting from millions of years of 
evolution, which fulfils several functions: it provides specific structural support, 
locally adapted to load conditions; it does not add unnecessary weight by means of 
an optimized minimization of mass and it allows nutrients supply to tissues through 
adequate vascularization. Such multi-functionality is enabled by the peculiar 
structure of the spongy bone tissue. [44] 

Starting from these observations, the mimesis of cancellous bone conformation 
is one of the most appropriate guideline in choosing and designing materials for 
orthopaedic applications. 

3.2 Magnesium foams as viable biomedical material 

Among the feasible technological solutions, metallic foams with open 
interconnected porosity have been identified as the most promising choice [3]-[5], 
[41], [45] and the work of this thesis is focused on this solution. In fact, these 
materials can be designed to combine the mechanical properties and the 
morphological characteristics of natural bone, as well as the vascularization 
function and the stimulation of bone tissue growth. Furthermore, metallic foams 
represent one of the most suitable option to coherently develop a biomimetic device 
that reproduces the main features of natural bone. 

In the light of the requirements outlined so far, pure magnesium represents an 
optimal solution. This metallic material in fact meets the multi-functionality 
requirement previously described: it has mechanical properties of the same order of 
magnitude as those of natural bone tissue (Table 9), it can be produced in the form 
of foam, it is biocompatible and bioresorbable. This last feature enables the 
possibility to avoid second surgery usually needed to remove orthopaedic devices 
once their function is fulfilled. Supporting this choice, there is a wide scientific 
literature [3], [4], [46]-[54] which, in recent years, has recognized magnesium as a 
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very promising material for biomedical applications, although there are still some 
critical aspects to be solved. In fact, the process of corrosion of magnesium in the 
body fluids results in the formation of gaseous hydrogen that, if produced too 
rapidly, can be harmful for the human body [4]. 

The shift from bulk magnesium to magnesium foam generally leads to a 
reduction of the mechanical performance (in terms of Young's modulus and 
compressive strength) which is directly dependent on the size distribution and the 
percentage of porosity [55]. Data relating to magnesium foams that can be found in 
scientific literature are, however, in line with the mechanical characteristics of 
cancellous bone [3], [4], [42]. Thus, magnesium foams fulfil the mechanical 
requirements identified for orthopaedic applications. 

Table 9 Mechanical characteristics of pure magnesium 

Bulk magnesium density 1,74 – 2 g/cm3 

Young’s Modulus of bulk magnesium 41 – 45 GPa 

Young’s Modulus of porous magnesium 0,8 – 1,8 GPa 

Yield strength of bulk magnesium 65 – 100 MPa 

Yield strength of porous magnesium 12 – 17 MPa 

 

Given the fact that the final mechanical performance of the implant has a 
relevant dependency from the foam morphology, it is of major importance to 
carefully select the manufacturing process of the metallic foam itself. In the 
following a review of the state of the art of the current foam manufacturing 
processes is presented, together with a selection of the most suitable ones. 

3.3 Magnesium foam manufacturing process selection 

The first step in the assessment of the viability of magnesium foams as biomedical 
materials was the identification of the most appropriate manufacturing process, i.e. 
that allows the production of magnesium foams with open and interconnected 
porosity and, at the same time, enables a control on pore size distribution and 
porosity percentage. 

Nowadays a relatively large number of methods for the production of metal 
foams has been proposed and developed. In fact, metallic scaffold can be produced 
both with conventional technologies or advance manufacturing techniques [56]. 
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However, only some of these processes have emerged from research laboratories 
and are currently used on industrial scale for the production of commercial products 
[45], [57]. In the following an overview of the state-of-the-art of the processes for 
the production of metallic foams is presented. 

3.3.1 Melt gas injection (air bubbling) 

This process is based on the insufflation of a gas in the metallic bath for the creation 
of closed porosity. In order to keep the gas within the molten metal before the foam 
is solidified, it is necessary to increase its viscosity by non-soluble or slowly soluble 
ceramic particles in the bath. This way the foam can be stabilized. This process is 
used successfully for the production of aluminium foams and the foaming agents 
that can be used are air, CO2, oxygen, inert gases and, sometimes, also water. The 
foam topology is controlled by adjusting the gas blowing process and the cooling 
rate of the foam. [58], [59] Below a diagram of the process is presented (Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26 Metal gas injection (air bubbling) [57] 

 

3.3.2 Gas-releasing particle decomposition in the melt 

This process uses Titanium Hydride (TiH2) as a foaming agent which, at the 
temperature of 465°C, decomposes in metallic Ti and gaseous H2. In particular, 
TiH2 particles are added to the vigorously agitated metallic bath and the formation 
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of gaseous hydrogen bubbles gives rise to closed porosities in the solidified metal. 
Also in this case, it is necessary to increase the viscosity of the metallic bath (using 
calcium particles that are rapidly oxidized in CaO and, in the case of Al alloys, in 
CaAl2O4) to prevent the gas from escaping before the foam is stabilized by the 
solidification of the alloy. [57], [60] The process is outlined below (Figure 27). 

Aluminium alloys foams are produced with this technology since the hydrogen, that 
partially dissolves in the metallic bath, may lead to embrittlement phenomena in 
many alloys and because its decay rate is too high in the case of alloys with a higher 
melting point.  

Tane et al. [61] produced porous magnesium with unidirectional cylindrical pores 
using this technique. In particular, they used MgH2 powders as a foaming agent, 
leveraging the decomposition in metallic Mg and gaseous H2, and driving the 
solidification process along one direction. This process resulted in the creation of 
unidirectional elongated pores. 

3.3.3 Gas-releasing particle decomposition in semi-solids 

This technique can be considered a powder metallurgy process. In fact, in this case 
the foaming agent particles (again TiH2) are mixed with the metallic powders and 
then compacted. The “green” is then extruded to obtain precursor bars. The latter 
are inserted in a closed mould and, by heating just above the metal/alloy solidus 
temperature, a hydride decomposition and a partial melting of the alloy are obtained 
[62], [63]. In this process, the metallic material swells (due to the pressure of the 
H2 bubbles resulting from the decomposition of the TiH2) filling the mould. It is 
then possible to get components with the desired geometry (that of the mould used) 
with a near net shape process. Further, this process allows the production of 
sandwich structures in which a metal foam layer is enclosed between two compact 
layers. The process diagram is presented in Figure 28. 

This process has been used also to produce iron foams starting from a ceramic foam 
precursor. The iron oxide foam precursor was obtained using foaming agent 
particles mixed with ceramic particles exploiting the hydrogen release. Afterwards 
the ceramic precursor was reduced in a controlled atmosphere to obtain the final 
iron foam. [64] 
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Figure 27 Gas-releasing particle decomposition in the melt [57] 
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3.3.4 Casting using a polymer or wax precursor as template 

This technique is a kind of lost-wax casting that uses as a preform a polymeric foam 
selected in accordance with the characteristics of the metallic foam that is required 
(morphology and dimensional distribution of porosity). 

The polymeric foam is placed in an open mould and infiltrated with a ceramic 
slurry that fills all the porosities. By heating the mould, the polymer is pyrolyzed 
and the ceramic green is densified: the result of this operation is a ceramic preform 
that reproduces the negative of the starting polymer foam. The metallic alloy is then 
casted into the ceramic preform. Once solidification occurs, the ceramic preform is 
removed by mechanical stress. 

As an alternative to the molten alloy, a slurry of metal powders can be used 
instead, with a following sintering [65]. This method is very versatile and can be 
used with all metals and foundry alloys. The process scheme is presented in Figure 
29. 

3.3.5 Metal deposition on cellular preforms 

This production process is based on the Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) 
technique, applied using a polymeric foam as a substrate. It is thus possible to 
deposit a metallic layer on the surface of the pores of the polymer. The polymer is 
subsequently removed by localized heating. The result is a metallic foam in which 
the connecting structures between the pores are internally grooved: through a 
sintering process it is finally possible to obtain densification. [45], [66] 

This method has limited applications because of the technological difficulties 
in controlling process parameters and since it can be used to deposit only pure 
metals. Figure 30 illustrates the steps of this production technique. 
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Figure 28 Gas-releasing particle decomposition in semi-solids [57] 
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Figure 29 Casting using a polymer or wax precursor as template [57] 

 

3.3.6 Entrapped gas expansion 

This process belongs to the family of the powder metallurgy technologies and 
exploits the low solubility of the Argon in metallic alloys. In fact, the production 
method involves introducing the metallic powders into a closed metal container 
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inside which the vacuum is applied and, subsequently, Argon is introduced. The 
heating of this system causes the sintering of the metal powders and the increase of 
the gas pressure: the latter therefore expands, and, thanks to creep phenomena, it is 
able to create porosity within the alloy. [67] 

A following cold rolling process (preferably biaxial) allows to obtain panels 
with a sandwich structure, characterized by a spongy core and a dense surface. After 
lamination, a thermal treatment is necessary to homogenize the dimensional 
distribution of the pores and increase their average size. The numerous thermal 
treatments required make the process (Figure 31) expensive. 

3.3.7 Hollow sphere structures 

With this production method, sponge structures are obtained starting from internally 
cave metallic spheres. To obtain a component with the desired geometry, these balls 
are compacted in a mould and sintered by Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) or by liquid-
phase sintering. In the latter case, without the occurrence of high pressures, the 
porosity maintains a regular spherical structure. [68], [69] 

The production of the metallic balls is a key aspect of the process. These can 
be made from a slurry containing a precursor hydride (e.g. TiH2) which, by 
decomposing at high temperature, generates the internal cavity. The peculiarity of 
this process lies in the fact that it allows the production of metal foams with both 
open and closed pores. The process diagram is presented in Figure 32. 

3.3.8 Space holder method 

This metallic foam manufacturing process is based on mixing metal powders with 
a proper space holder material (generally organic) that are mixed and compacted so 
to obtain a green body. The green body is thermally treated at low temperature to 
remove the space holder material and promote initial neck formation among metal 
particles. Finally, a sintering process allows a complete densification of the metallic 
structure and the achievement of the final mechanical properties of the metallic 
foam [45], [70]. This method was experimentally validated by Wen et al.  [71], [72] 
who produced titanium and magnesium high porosity foams with mechanical 
properties comparable with those of human bones. 
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Figure 30 Metal deposition on cellular preforms [57] 
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Figure 31 Entrapped gas expansion [57] 
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Figure 32 Hollow sphere structures [57] 
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3.3.9 Co-compaction of two materials, one leachable 

In this process, two powders of different materials (generally a metallic one and a 
ceramic one) are mixed and compacted to obtain a co-continuous interconnected 
structure of both phases. Once densification occurs, one of the phases (e.g. NaCl) 
is removed by a suitable solvent. It is also possible to infiltrate a bed of dissolvable 
particles within the molten metal bath and, after solidification, remove them by 
solvent, leaving open pores in the final product (Figure 33). 

This method was used by Osorio-Hernández et al. [73] to produce pure magnesium 
foams with open cell porosity. In particular, a porous preform of NaCl was obtained 
by cold pressing NaCl spherical particles, and it was then infiltrated with molten 
magnesium in controlled (argon) atmosphere. Finally, the NaCl particles were 
dissolved in a basic solution (NaOH + H2O) to avoid the occurrence of pitting 
corrosion in the magnesium matrix. The sample obtained showed homogeneous 
porosity with open interconnected pores and had mechanical properties compatible 
with the requirements of metallic scaffolds. 

 

 

Figure 33 Co-compaction of two materials, one leachable [57] 
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3.3.9.1 Spark Plasma Sintering variant 

This process variant is based on the Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) technology [74]: 
metal powders are mixed with ceramic powders (eg NaCl), are introduced into a 
graphite die and current pulses are applied (in the order of kA). The application of 
these electric discharges causes very high and localized heating of the powders that 
leads to the densification of the component (melting of the hoppers), without 
altering the morphology of the starting particles. The sintered product obtained by 
this technique is characterized by a co-continuous structure of the two phases 
(metallic and ceramic) interconnected. Finally, it is possible to remove the ceramic 
phase by obtaining the desired metal foam. 

The SPS process has several advantages: given the rapidity of the treatment, 
there is no increase in the size of crystalline grains and, consequently, the 
dimensional distribution of porosity is determined by the granulometry and by the 
amount of ceramic powders used. 

3.3.10 Gas-metal eutectic solidification 

This process allows to obtain a metal foam starting from a metal-hydrogen binary 
system with a eutectic composition: during cooling from the liquid state, these 
alloys solidify by releasing gaseous H2. The preparation involves the saturation of 
the metallic bath with hydrogen under pressure, followed by a progressive cooling 
accompanied by a pressure reduction. The resulting structure, called GASAR, is 
characterized by porosity with a high degree of order. [75] The process is 
schematized in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34 Gas-metal eutectic solidification [57] 
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3.3.11 Solid freeform processes 

Solid freeform processes include a wide set of technologies that are united by the 
same working principle. In fact, in all the manufacturing processes belonging to this 
family, the shape of the final object is obtained with no need of a mould, a container 
or a preform. On the contrary, the final object is obtained by stacking thin layers of 
material, that are deposited or superimposed using different techniques. For this 
reason, they are also known as layer by layer production techniques. 

The literature review highlighted that some layer by layer processes were 
successfully used to produce metallic objects, starting from metallic powders 
dispersed in an organic medium. Due to the high reactivity of magnesium powders, 
were excluded from the analysis all the processes involving the metal fusion. The 
most suitable technologies identified are: 

• Tape casting 
• Micro-stereolithography (SLA) & Digital Light Processing (DLP) 
• Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) 

3.3.11.1 Tape casting 

Tape casting was successfully used to produce functionally graded materials by 
stacking and laminating monolithic layers obtained from different mixtures of 
copper and magnesium powders, with a composition ranging from 100% Cu to 
100% Mg [76], [77]. The sintering of the multi-layered green is done by hot 
pressing in controlled atmosphere. 

3.3.11.2 SLA & DLP 

Micro-stereolithography (SLA) was used to produce 3D microstructures starting 
from several photo curable suspensions containing metallic powders. In particular, 
in this process each layer is hardened by curing a photopolymer, that is present in 
the suspension, using a focused UV laser beam. This allows the production of a 
wide variety of morphologies and microstructures. 

SLA has been successfully used to produce 3D structures containing 
micrometric copper powders (3 µm diameter) [78], tungsten carbide (WC) powders 
or cobalt (Co) powders [79]. In all the cases, the SLA was used to produce a green 
bodies the underwent a subsequent sintering process in order to remove the organic 
components and increase the final density of the sample. The critical aspects of this 
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technology concern the nature of the metallic powders, as well as their 
granulometry, since a good light scattering within the suspension must be ensured 
to enable the photo curing reaction. Furthermore, the stability of the suspension and 
its viscosity must be optimized, as well [78], [79]. 

A point in favour of this technology is represented by the fact that 
biocompatible and biodegradable resins have been developed and tested [80], [81]. 
Those results open the possibility to conceive a composite material, characterized 
by a polymeric matrix reinforced with magnesium powders, that is completely 
biodegradable. 

3.3.11.3 FDM 

The Fused Deposition Modelling is one of the most common and widespread layer 
by layer technology, especially applied for rapid prototyping. It is based on the use 
of a thermoplastic polymeric filament that is locally molten, deposited and that 
solidifies by cooling. Such polymeric filament can be filled with ceramic or metallic 
powders in order to produce complex shape objects with a composite material. By 
means of a subsequent thermal treatment (e.g. sintering), the polymeric matrix can 
be removed and this results in a complex shape ceramic or metallic object. 

The literature review highlighted the use of this technology with iron and 
copper powders (diameter up to 45 µm), with a polymeric matrices of ABS or Nylon 
[82]-[84]. 

3.3.12 Process selection 

As shown from the previous review, the foam morphology that can be obtained is 
very variable, depending on the method used: it is in fact possible to produce 
structures with open and interconnected porosity or with closed pores. Pore size as 
well as pore size distribution can be tailored, and high porosity levels can be 
reached. Regular structures, with oriented porosity in one or more directions, can 
be produced as well introducing a specific anisotropy in the component, or by 
means of computer aided design (CAD) technologies. Table 10 summarizes the 
main characteristics of the available technologies for the production of metallic 
foams [57], [71], [72]. 
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Table 10 Comparison of available technologies for metallic foams production 

 Foam relative 
density 

Pores size 
(mm) 

Pores 
morphology Notes 

Melt gas injection (air 
bubbling) 0,03 – 0,1 5 – 20 Closed-cell 

Potential 
biocompatibility issues 
due to process additives 

[58], [59] 

Gas-releasing particle 
decomposition in the melt 0,2 – 0,07 0,5 – 5 

Closed-cell 
(partially open-cell 
after lamination) 

Potential 
biocompatibility issues 
due to process additives 

[57], [60] 

Gas-releasing particle 
decomposition in semi-solids > 0,08 1 – 5 Closed-cell [62], [63] 

Casting using a polymer or 
wax precursor as template > 0,05 1 – 5 Open-cell [65] 

Metal deposition on cellular 
preforms 0,02 – 0,05 0,1 – 0,3 Open-cell 

Very expensive 
Lowest relative density 

available [45], [66] 

Entrapped gas expansion 0,5 0,01 – 0,3 Closed-cell [67] 

Hollow sphere structures > 0,05 0,1 - 5 Mixed open and 
closed-cell [68], [69] 

Space holder method 0,22 – 0,5 0,1 – 0,24 Open-cell Successfully used for Ti 
and Mg foams [71], [72] 

Co-compaction or casting of 
two materials, one leachable 0,3 – 0,5 0,01 – 10 Open-cell Very wide range in pores 

size [73] 

Gas-metal eutectic 
solidification 0,7 0,03 – 0,2 Open-cell Highly ordered pores 

[75] 
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Given the requirements previously identified, the technologies which give 
closed-cell pores morphology are excluded from the viable metallic foam 
production processes. After the first screening, the candidate technologies are: 

• Solid freeform process: Tape casting 
• Co-compaction or casting of two materials, one leachable 
• Casting using a polymer or wax precursor as template 
• Metal deposition on cellular preforms 
• Gas-metal eutectic solidification 

Among these processes the first one has been selected as the most suitable 
process for the application intended in this study since it allows the production of 
metallic foams with complex morphology. In particular, the layer by layer approach 
can be used to obtain structures that mimics the hierarchical structure of natural 
bones. In fact, the final 3D geometry to be obtained can be sliced into 2D layers 
with different profiles and reproduced by cutting each layer, i.e. each tape. 
Afterwards the cut tapes can be sandwiched with the proper positioning to fully 
reproduce the starting 3D geometry. This way is possible to mimic the macroscopic 
trabecular structure of bones. At the same time, the constituent material of each tape 
has an inner porosity, given by the manufacturing process itself, that brings to a 
microscopic porosity of each trabecula of the overall structure. 

The co-compaction or casting of two materials, one leachable process (in the 
SPS variant) is also a viable alternative and it is used in the present work to evaluate 
the possibility to monitor the porosity morphology in situ, during the sintering 
process itself. 

3.4 Proof of Concept: Tape casting 

3.4.1 Introduction 

Tape casting technology for the production of metallic and ceramic films can be 
dated back to the 1940s. Before, this technology was well known and widely used 
in other sectors such as paper, painting (to test the covering power of paint 
formulations) and plastics industries [85]. Glenn Howatt patented this technique to 
produce thin ceramic sheets with controlled thickness [86], forming ceramic 
materials into flat plates, especially useful in the electric and radio fields. Tape 
casting consists of the preparation of a suspension containing a mix of ceramic 
powders and organics components (dispersant, binder and plasticizer) in a proper 
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solvent, which is spread or “cast” on a flat moving support. After the casting phase, 
solvents slowly evaporate and the so-called “green ceramic tape” is obtained in the 
form of a thin and flexible sheet. The thickness for green tapes usually goes from 5 
microns to some millimetres [87]. 

Tape casting can be used not only for the production of ceramic sheets but also 
to metals, adopting proper modifications. 

Slip casting is probably the most similar processing method to tape casting 
because the starting conditions are the same, but it involves the use of both ceramic 
or metallic powders. However, they mainly differ in the drying conditions: slip 
casting uses a porous mould to absorb the water vehicle while in tape casting a 
plastic carrier film is used, and the drying occurs by solvent evaporation from the 
surface. Moreover, in tape casting the use of nonorganic solvents is very common 
to allow a fast-drying process. The literature reports that, for his first applications, 
Howatt used a porous plaster to use water as liquid media. Then in the 1950s, the 
American Lava Corporation introduced the use of a plastic carrier or “non-
absorptive moving polymer carrier” which enabled the mass production and also a 
more convenient storage of the green tape that could be rolled. 

Figure 35 shows the basic apparatus used for tape casting; it is constituted by: 

• a reservoir where the slurry is placed before the casting phase;  
• a doctor blade which is the most important component; the term “doctor” 

indicates a scraping blade able to remove the excess of substance from 
the moving surface that is being coated [87]. 

 

 

Figure 35 Basic scheme of a typical tape casting system 
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The doctor blade is the moving part of the slurry reservoir which, once opened, 
allows the slurry to be cast on a moving carrier polymeric film. It also regulates the 
amount of the slip by removing the excess of suspension during the process. The 
thickness of the tape is controlled by selecting: 

• the doctor blade opening gap; 
• the chemical composition of the slip; 
• the carrier material  

The casting rate is constant and controlled to obtain a uniform film. 

Manifold parameters mast be taken into account during the tape casting 
process: the slurry formulation, the rheological properties of the slip, the doctor 
blade gap, the speed of the carrier, the reservoir depth, the shape of the doctor blade 
and the drying chamber (that is strongly dependent on the type of solvents used in 
the formulation). All those factors greatly influence the properties of the resultant 
green tape. 

Tape casting is one of the most suitable methods to obtain large, thin and flat 
ceramic layers with a low variation of density along the casting direction and a 
homogeneous pore distribution (if present). It can be used for the production of 
multilayer structures with similar layers or alternating layers with different 
chemical composition. A significant advantage of tape casting is its cost-effective 
application both for industrial and laboratory testing techniques. 

Tape casting shows a linear relation between the slurry, the green tape and the 
sintered product: the homogeneity and the stability of the slurry determine the 
properties of the green body such as the packing of the particles. Moreover, they 
have an influence on the sintering process and, ultimately, on the characteristics of 
the final products [88]. 

Clegg et al. [89] originally reported the processing and characterization of 
SiC/C multilayer mainly regarding mechanical properties: SiC powder with an 
addition of 0,4 %wt B was firstly mixed, pressed into a 2-mm-thick-sheet and then 
rolled into flat sheets (about 200 µm in 38 thickness). After cutting, these thin sheets 
were coated with graphite, stacked and pressed to form a 2 mm thick plate. After 
debinding and sintering treatments, a SiC/C multilayer was obtained, and its relative 
density was measured around 98%. The main difference between a monolithic and 
laminated material is in the load/deflection behaviour: the former behaved in a 
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linear elastic trend until catastrophic failure. On the other hand, the laminate 
deformed with a linear elastic fashion until the crack reached the same stress 
intensity as the monolithic SiC, and then the cracks deflected along the SiC-C 
interface. Therefore, the apparent toughness increased from 3,6 to 15 MPa*m1/2, 
and the work of fracture increased from 28 to 4625 J/m2. 

3.4.2 Materials and processing 

The different components which form the slurry have a high influence on the 
properties of both the green tape and the final sintered product. For this reason, it is 
necessary to study in detail all the aspects linked to each constituent. In the 
following sections, the materials selection process and the properties of each of 
them will be discussed. 

3.4.2.1 Powders 

In any fabrication process based on powders, the most important element is the 
starting powder because it essentially influences the final product properties. In fact, 
after the removal of the organic components and the densification process, the 
powders are the only element of the batch that remains and they will define the 
performance of the product [85]. The criteria for the selection of the powders mainly 
depend on the requirements of the specific application and the manufacturing 
technique. Particularly in the case of tape casting, it is necessary a complete 
characterization of the powders in order to tune a proper chemical formulation. 

The most important criteria to be considered are chemical purity, particle size, 
distribution and shape, surface area, density, agglomeration/segregation degree, 
homogeneity in composition, sintering activity, ability to be mass-produced, 
compatibility with other slip components and costs of production. In fact, the 
optimization of the slurry formulation and its preparation is necessary to avoid 
inhomogeneity and segregation and, moreover, to promote the packing of the 
particles in the following phases. The presence of impurities can inhibit and modify 
the sintering mechanism: for this reason, it is important to know and eventually 
check the level of impurities present in the starting powder. The effect of particle 
size and distribution have been widely discussed in the literature [90], [91]. The 
tape casting process takes advantage of gravity and shrinkage of organic 
components during the drying phase to generate a packed system. Therefore, to 
obtain the highest possible bulk density of the green, the selection and control of 
the particle size and distribution is fundamental. 
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McGeary [92] reported a detailed theoretical study on the packaging of the 
powders: he predicted a maximum packaging of 74 %vol, for mono-size particles 
with ideal sphere shape with no Van der Waals interaction between particles. The 
arrangement has to be octahedral or tetrahedral, with a coordination number of 12. 
For coordination number of 10, 8 and 6 theoretical calculation of the packing 
densities lead to 69,8 %vol, 60,5 %vol and 52,4 %vol respectively. Experimental 
calculations indicate a packaging around 58 to 65 %vol when the coordination 
number is 8. For liquid suspensions, a good approximation for packing density 
values is established around 40-45 %vol with particles of approximated 1 µm of 
diameter [93]. 

Shanefield [94] showed that in commercial powders with a standard particle 
size distribution, the best packing factor correspond to about the 55% of the 
theoretical one. This relatively low value is due to the fact that, in most of the cases, 
the powder processing method favours the production of very fine particles without 
taking into account that to a finer powder corresponds a higher surface energy and, 
thus, a higher driving force during the sintering process. 

The surface area is another crucial parameter because it gives an indication of 
the best interaction factor among components in order to have a good dispersion, 
lubrication or binding qualities. In fact, there is a direct relation between the total 
powders surface area and the amount of organics needed. Moreover, the selection 
of the proper dispersant/solvent combination, as well as the proper dispersant (and 
its concentration), are all critical factors for powders with a very high surface area 
[87]. In general powders with a high surface area, that means above 20 m2/g, are 
much harder to work with and the ideal range is between 5 and 15 m2/g. 

Dispersion milling could be necessary also in order to homogenize the particle 
size of different powders used in a unique system. In general, this process can be 
carried out by ball milling (wet or dry), vibratory ball (wet and dry too), attrition 
milling in wet ultrasonic dispersion technique and ring gap mill. 

The density of the powders is another important factor in powder selection. 
During tape casting process is also necessary to maintain a high quantity of particles 
in suspension and, depending on the particle weight, is possible to determine the 
particle size required for a specific formulation. 
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3.4.2.2 Solvents 

Tape casting is a fluid forming process, and the component which lets the powders 
behave like a liquid and flow on a support is the solvent; this liquid element is also 
used to homogeneously distribute the other ingredients in the slurry producing a 
uniform mixture [95]. The solvent or mixture of solvents used to formulate the 
slurry composition have to: 

• dissolve the organics components of the slurry such as binder and 
plasticizers; 

• disperse the powders;  
• provide a uniform distribution of all other components to obtain a 

homogeneous mixture of them; 
• give to the suspension the desired rheological properties such as a 

suitable viscosity; 
• provide a quick evaporation at moderate temperature (often the drying 

phase is conducted at room temperature); 
• ensure a good consolidation of the tape. 

Another factor that could influence the solvent selection is the production cost 
and its effects on health and its environmental impact. Some solvents such as 
Xylenes, MEK, toluene and benzene have been banned for industrial use in some 
Countries because of their carcinogenicity and also for their long-term effects on 
the human body.  

All organics present in the slip need to be dissolved, for this reason, it is 
common to use a mixture of solvents to increase the ability to dissolve [96] and at 
the same time to control the drying rate, the costs and to improve safety. Some 
studies determined that when a mixture of two types of solvents (respectively 
classified as “kinetic solvents” and "thermodynamic solvents”) is used, it is possible 
to lower the amount of solvent. This is due to the combined effect of an efficient 
interaction and a faster evaporation. This is the case of the so-called azeotropes, 
introduced by Boch and Chartier in 1988: they are a mixture of solvents with the 
suitable feature to acts as one; they show an excellent solubility and the evaporation 
rate is quite fast. 

Most of the tape casting slurries are prepared with nonaqueous solvents and, 
among them, the organic ones are the most used. 
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Water is recommended because is very cheap and it is one of the most 
environmentally friendly solvents. Nevertheless, it is not the most commonly used 
because of the difficulty in finding water-soluble binders and plasticizers. 
Additionally, adopting aqueous suspension formulation the casting speed increases 
and the evaporation rate (drying step) decreases: this affects the production cost 
because of a reduction in productivity. 

The formulation of the slip starts with the selection of the powder because, as 
it was mentioned previously, it has a significant influence on the final product 
properties; after that, it is necessary to choose the binder(s) and then, the liquid to 
dissolve the selected binder(s). 

The chosen solvents must not adversely affect the powders [87] and all the 
organic components present in the slip that have to be dissolved as well. For this 
reason, the investigation on the interactive force between the liquid media and the 
rest of the suspension components is required. Those forces can be classified based 
on the atomic origin: ionic forces, dipole/dipole forces, hydrogen bonding forces 
and Van Der Waals forces.  

This kind of interactions can affect the performance of the solvents. Therefore, 
it is important to choose a liquid media characterized by a good compatibility with 
the binder. For example, they should have similar functional groups because their 
polarity has an effect on the way in which they interact [85]. 

3.4.2.3 Surfactants  

The role of surfactants in tape casting processing is crucial. The literal meaning is 
SURFace ACTive AgeNT. They include different chemical aids like dispersants, 
deflocculants, wetting agents, flattening agents, flocculants and many others. In 
general, the surfactant is an additive which actively modifies the particles surface 
to give them the desired properties such as a surface charge, a surface energy or a 
specific chemical activity. In this case, the term surfactant is regarding the 
dispersant agent used to control the natural agglomeration of the powders within 
the slurry [87], so that its addition helps the dispersion of particles and hold them 
in a homogeneous suspension. The dispersant action can be performed by steric 
hindrance or ionic repulsion.  

The natural tendency of powder to agglomerate is due to the attractive and 
repulsive forces acting on small particles which bring them together. These forces 
are the Van der Waals forces which are attractive: they are generated by the 
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interaction of atoms with permanent or induced electron/nucleus dipoles on the 
particles surface. On the other hand, the repulsive forces can have both electrostatic 
and steric nature. The first ones occur when the particles have the same the electric 
charge, so they repel each other. In those cases, it is common using polar solvents 
such as water-based slurries. The second ones are predominant in non-polar organic 
solvents, where the electrostatic forces are usually lower. The mechanism involves 
the separation of particles by putting a coating on one particle which physically 
avoids another particle coming into contact with it. Organic long chained 
macromolecules are often used in both aqueous and non-aqueous system to favour 
this mechanism. 

Most of the dispersants used in solvent-based tape casting are of the steric 
hindrance type: the purpose is to obtain an electro-steric stabilization of the particle 
powders in the first step of the process. This mechanism can be briefly explained 
as follows: there are macromolecules formed by hydrocarbons with acid or basic 
head groups or of amphipathic copolymers which attach themselves to the particle 
surface while the rest of molecules are extended into the liquid medium [85]. These 
hydrocarbon chains form a network surrounding each particle and keep them 
separated from the others. 

A secondary function of the dispersant is its deflocculant action: the 
agglomerates tend to trap air in powder interstitial spaces; if these particle groups 
are not broken the air could form bubbles in the green tape or even pores in the 
sintered material.  

It is well-known that binder overlaps the surfactant effects; nevertheless, the 
use of a dispersant improves the working place for the binder that can act on each 
particle, just separated by the dispersant/deflocculant, instead of enveloping an 
agglomerate and makes it a particle group. 

3.4.2.4 Binder 

The binder supplies the network which holds the entire chemical system together 
during the casting process: when the solvents evaporate, the green tape forms a 
matrix with these organic components. Then when the powders are entrapped into 
the chains, they can produce a network leaving a residual porosity resultant from 
the drying process. 
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Being the only continuous phase in the green tape, the binder has a substantial 
effect on its properties such as flexibility, strength, plasticity, laminability, 
durability and smoothness [87]. 

Binder is one of the most important components in a slurry formulation and, 
ultimately, in the tape processing route. For this reason, it is necessary to identify 
all the parameters to select a proper casting binder such as solubility, viscosity, cost, 
strength, Tg or ability to modify Tg, firing atmosphere of the powder, ash residue, 
burnout temperature and others [85], [87]. 

There are many different binders widely used for slip formulation. They can be 
classified into two groups: polyvinyls (vinyl) and polyacrylates (acrylic). Both of 
them show a good film forming capability, but they differ in the burnoff/removal 
properties under different atmospheres. In general, there are long-chain polymers 
or precursors (monomers or emulsion particles) that become long-chain polymers 
during drying [85], [87]. 

There is a third group of binders, cellulose, which is less commonly used, 
especially in those formulations in which water is used as a solvent. 

Vinyl 

Vinyl binders include many compounds widely diffused and known both in 
consumer market and industries. Among them, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is the 
most commercially known and it has applications in many different industries, such 
as fabrication of water and sewer pipes or lawn furniture. Besides, polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA), used in food and textile industries, and polyvinyl butyral (PVB or Butvar), 
used in the textile industry and for the production of safety glass, are common in 
the slurry formulation, even more than PVC. 

Depending on the gaseous atmosphere used in the furnace during the process, 
the vinyl can react. In an oxidizing atmosphere, the burn-out could be complete 
because these polymers burn at high temperature and require oxygen from the 
gaseous atmosphere. The residual carbon from this process interacts with oxygen 
to form CO and CO2. Wet hydrogen, nitrogen and cracked ammonia atmospheres 
can also ensure a proper removal of the binder. In the presence of a non-oxidizing 
atmosphere, the decomposition of the binder releases carbon (ash) [85]. 
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Acrylics 

The main advantages in using acrylics binders are the cost effectiveness, the 
absence of ash residue in neutral or reducing atmospheres, the strength, the 
solubility, and the ability to modify Tg. Acrylics show a different decomposition 
mechanism respect to vinyl binders; in fact, they break down, unzip their chain and 
evaporate [87]. This mechanism is convenient in reducing or inert atmosphere with 
the formation of only a little amount of carbon residue. Polymethyl methacrylate 
and Polyethyl methacrylate give an outstanding strength to the green tape at low 
concentrations. Both Vinyl and Acrylics can be plasticized by several additives. 

Cellulose 

These polymers have been mostly used in water-based slurries because most of the 
cellulose polymers are water soluble. Some considerations must be taken into 
account in using these compounds. The first one is the thickening properties: since 
the cellulose requires more liquid medium providing a low solid loading slip that 
raises up the drying shrinkage, cracking and porosity of the tape. Another problem 
is related to the high quantity of air entrapped into the slurry that generates many 
bubbles during the casting, and a high porosity or flaws in the green tape [87]. 

3.4.2.5 Plasticizer 

The last organic additive is the plasticizer, which has the role of ensuring flexibility 
and plasticity to the green tape. This means that it is possible to bend the tape 
without damage or crack it. Its working principle consists in increasing the binder(s) 
workability and flexibility [85]. 

The molecular weight of a plasticizer has to be around 300 and 400 with a 
boiling temperature of more than 200°C. Moreover, it has to show chemical and 
physical stability, low cost and no hazardous environmental impact. Furthermore, 
the plasticizer has to interact with the binder allowing the binder polymer chains to 
move inside the tape matrix without breaking the matrix itself. 

Plasticizers are classified into two types depending on the mechanism that can 
provide flexibility and plasticity to green tape.  The first one, “Type I” is a 
plasticizer that softens the polymer chains between particles allowing them to 
stretch; while plasticizers of the “Type II” can add plasticity (plastic deformation) 
to the green tape matrix [87]. 
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The first class of plasticizer is a chemical which softens the polymer chains 
between particles allowing them to stretch more easily. They modify the glass 
transition temperature (Tg) by shortening the polymer chains and allowing a greater 
flexibility at a given temperature. Besides, the plasticizer can also dissolve the 
binder: the addition of a component such as phthalates can in fact partially dissolve 
it. The quantity of Type I plasticizers added to the slurry affects the properties of 
the resulting green tape: in fact, a significant amount leads to a higher elasticity of 
the tape. In this case, it is possible to stack the layers without using any adhesive 
material because the surface is particularly sticky. However, an excess of plasticizer 
may cause the adhesion of the polymer to the carrier surface [87]. 

The second class of plasticizer interposes between the polymer chains 
hindering the formation of molecular bonds between the chains and giving them 
higher mobility in the dry tape: the resultant effect is the lubrication of the matrix. 
Other capabilities of the Type II plasticizer are to avoid cracking problems during 
drying of the green tape, to reduce the yield stress and to increase strain to failure. 
Rheological parameters such as shear behaviour and shear viscosity are positively 
affected: in fact, the lubrication effect enhances the mobility within the slurry before 
drying, improving the motion of the fluid through the blade during the cast. 
Furthermore, the lubrication improves the release of the film from the casting 
support, because the bottom side of the tape results lubricated by the plasticizer. On 
the other hand, the abuse of a type II plasticizer may reduce the yield stress 
providing and easier deformation of the tape under its weight [87]. 

3.4.3 Experimental procedure 

The goal of the experimental activities carried out was the study of the viability of 
successfully tape cast a magnesium-rich slurry. The analysis of the available 
literature revealed that very little research was conducted about using metallic 
magnesium powder in a Tape Casting process. 

L. Peter Martin et al. [76], [77] exploited the Tape Casting technology in order 
to produce compositionally graded structures to be used as light-gas gun impactors. 
In particular, they produced a metallic graded structure with a composition ranging 
from 100% Mg to 100% Cu, using a stack of tape casted layers obtained starting 
from different slurries containing a variable mixture of Mg and Cu powders. This 
study was the starting point for the investigations presented in the following. The 
slurry composition was studied and optimized in order to maximize the metallic 
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powder content so to have a magnesium-rich green tape that, after sintering, will 
maintain suitable mechanical properties. 

3.4.4 Slurry formulation and optimization 

The slurry preparation was performed according to the following procedure. First 
of all, the solvent and the surfactant (dispersant) are manually mixed. After that Mg 
powders are added to the mixture under controlled atmosphere conditions. This 
caution is needed because magnesium powders are highly sensitive to oxidation 
and, if they are handled in air, they might explode. Furthermore, surface oxidation 
of the metallic powders is known to inhibit densification in the following thermal 
treatments [97]. The controlled atmosphere is ensured by mixing all the components 
inside a glove box in a Nitrogen atmosphere. Afterwards, this mixture is ball milled 
for 24 h in order to allow the uniform wetting of the metallic powders, the break-
up of any particle agglomerate and the proper mixing of the components. Then, the 
binder and the plasticizer are added, and the mixture is ball milled for further 24 h. 
Finally, the slurry obtained is tape casted onto a Mylar support (PET film) with a 
blade gap of 1 mm and at a speed of 100 mm/min. The tape is subsequently dried 
at room temperature for 12 h. The detachment of the green tape from the Mylar 
support is performed by hand with no problem since no permanent adhesion occurs. 

The components of the slurry formulation that was optimized are reported in 
Table 11. In particular, the magnesium powder (Goodfellow) used has a 
commercial purity of the 99,8% and a particle diameter around 50 μm (–325 mesh). 

Table 11 Slurry components 

Binder Methyl methacrylate ethyl acrylate 
(Sigma-Aldrich, average Mw ~101,000) 

Plasticizer Dibutyl Phthalate 

Solvent Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) 

Dispersant Hypermer KD-1 

Metallic powder Mg powder (99,8% purity) 

 

A number of different formulations was produced and tape casted, following 
the process previously described. The adjustments in the composition were guided 
by the resulting tapes. The starting formulation is reported in Table 12. The slurry 
showed very poor slipping properties due to the high viscosity of the formulation, 
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as well as a partial mixing of the components and the presence of metallic powder 
agglomerates. The resulting tape (Figure 36a) was, consequently, totally not 
uniform and discontinuous. 

Table 12 Slurry formulation n. 1 

 %wt g 
Binder 9,65 5,79 
Plasticizer 1,74 1,044 
Solvent 30,1 18,06 
Dispersant 0,62 0,372 
Solid 57,9 34,74 
Total 100 60 

In order to improve the rheological characteristics and homogeneity of the 
slurry, the amount of solvent was progressively increased. Thus, six more 
formulations (Table 13) were prepared and casted. 

Table 13 Summary of the slurry formulations (solvent increase) 

Formulation n. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Solvent increase (%wt) - + 10% + 20% + 25% + 50% + 75% + 100% 

Binder (%wt) 9,65 9,37 9,10 8,97 8,39 7,87 7,42 

Plasticizer (%wt) 1,74 1,69 1,64 1,62 1,51 1,42 1,34 

Solvent (%wt) 30,1 32,14 34,07 34,99 39,24 42,97 46,27 

Dispersant (%wt) 0,62 0,60 0,58 0,58 0,54 0,51 0,48 

Metallic powder (%wt) 57,9 56,20 54,61 53,84 50,32 47,23 44,50 

Total (%wt) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

 

The resulting green tapes are shown in Figure 36. As previously mentioned, the 
starting formulation (n. 1) produced a very poor green tape. On one side, the 
increase of the solvent content was effective in improving the characteristics of the 
slurry and of the tape, but, on the other, an excessive amount of solvent gave rise to 
some irregularities in the tape. In particular, formulations n. 3 and n. 4 present a 
high number of bubbles on the surface. Those regions are characterized by a lower 
quantity of magnesium powder and were formed during the drying of the tape 
because of the excessive amount of solvent. Finally, the formulations n. 6 and n. 7 
were too liquid, and it was not possible tape cast them successfully. 
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To better understand the morphology of the green tapes produced, some 
samples were cut and observed by means of a SEM (Scanning Electron 
Microscope). In particular, the formulations n. 2, n. 3 and n. 5 were analysed. 

 

(a) Formulation n. 1 

 

(b) Formulation n. 2 

 

(c) Formulation n. 3 

 

(d) Formulation n. 4 
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(e) Formulation n. 5 

 

Figure 36 Green tapes obtained from the different formulations 

 

The tape obtained from formulation n. 2 (Figure 37) shows a good overall 
homogeneity, with a uniform distribution of the metallic powders and of the binder. 
Furthermore, there is a good wetting of the solid particles by the plasticizer and the 
residual solvent after drying. The formulation n. 3 (Figure 38) produced a tape with 
similar characteristics, but the cross-section highlights a non-uniform distribution 
of particles in some regions of the tape, corresponding to the bubbles that can be 
observed in Figure 36c. Finally, the formulation n. 5 (Figure 39) shows a good 
distribution of the solid particles, but poor wetting of the system and a low amount 
of binder. 

These observations led to the selection of the formulation n. 2 as the best 
alternative of this first step of optimization. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 37 SEM images of tape formulation n. 2 (a) top side (b) cross section 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 38 SEM images of tape formulation n. 3 (a) top side (b) cross section 
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Figure 39 SEM image of tape formulation n. 5, top side 

 

Since the tapes obtained were brittle, a second optimization step was performed 
in order to reach a higher flexibility of the green and improve the handling of the 
tapes during the subsequent processes. Therefore, starting from the formulation n. 
2, the amount of plasticizer in the formulation was increased respectively of the 
10% and 50% (Table 14). 

Table 14 Summary of the slurry formulations (plasticizer increase) 

Formulation n. 2 2b 2c 

Plasticizer increase (%wt) - + 10% + 50% 

Binder (%wt) 9,37 9,35 9,29 

Plasticizer (%wt) 1,69 1,85 2,51 

Solvent (%wt) 32,14 32,09 31,87 

Dispersant (%wt) 0,60 0,60 0,60 

Metallic powder (%wt) 56,20 56,11 55,73 

Total (%wt) 100 100 100 

 

The resulting slurries (2b and 2c) were tape casted twice: once with a blade gap 
of 1 mm and once with a blade gap of 0,7 mm. In both cases the casting speed was 
of 100 mm/min. The tapes obtained this way were more flexible and maintained a 
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good homogeneity, with a uniform distribution of the metallic powders and of the 
binder. 

3.4.5 Tape sandwich preparation 

After the optimization of the slurry formulation and the production of a 
homogeneous tape, this was cut in in small square samples (2 cm x 2 cm). The next 
step was to stack and glue those samples in a sandwich in order to obtain a layered 
thick object to be sintered. 

Different trials were performed with glues produced using the organic 
components of the slurry. In particular, successful gluing was obtained with a glue 
formulation made of Methyl ethyl ketone (Solvent) and Dibutyl Phthalate 
(Plasticizer) as reported in Table 15. 

Table 15 Glue formulation 

 %wt g 
Plasticizer 95,12 19,50 
Solvent 4,88 1,00 
Total 100 20,50 

 

The gluing process was performed stacking each tape sample on top of the 
other, using a brush to apply the glue. Afterwards the resulting sandwich was put 
under a weight for 24 hours. This way a series of sandwiches was produced using 
the tapes obtained from formulation 2b and 2c, with a blade gap of both 0,7 mm 
and 1 mm. In particular, 5-layers and 7-layers sandwiches were prepared. 

Finally, the resulting samples underwent a debinding and sintering process. 

3.4.6 Debinding and sintering 

The debinding and sintering process is intended to remove the organic 
components from the green tape and to allow the densification of the metallic 
powders. In order to define the most proper thermal treatment, the organic 
components of the slurry were characterized by means of thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA). 
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Each organic component was put in an alumina (Al2O3) crucible and the 
analysis was performed in a flowing Argon atmosphere. The selected temperature 
profile consisted of a first static phase at 25°C for 10 min, followed by a temperature 
increase with a heating rate of 10°C/min up to 650°C (Figure 40). 

 

Figure 40 TGA temperature profile 

 

The TGA results are shown in Figure 41. Both the plasticizer (Dibutyl 
Phthalate) and the binder (Methyl methacrylate ethyl acrylate) were completely 
removed, respectively at 310°C and 425°C. As far as the dispersant (Hypermer KD-
1) is concerned, the degradation proceeds no further above 460°C, leaving a carbon 
residue of the 1,6% of the initial mass (Figure 41). 

In order to tune the thermal profile of the debinding and sintering process, also 
the degradation rate of the organic components was taken into account. In 
particular, the degradation rate peak occurs at 305°C for the plasticizer, at 380°C 
for the binder and at 415°C for the dispersant (Figure 42). Given those results, the 
maximum temperature that must be reached to remove all the organics from the 
green tape is 415°C. The carbon residue left by the dispersant is expected to be 
around the 0,1‰ of the initial mass of the whole green and, therefore, is negligible. 
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Figure 41 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) showing the mass loss vs. temperature of 
the organic components of the tape formulation 

 

 

Figure 42 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) showing the mass loss rate vs. temperature 
of the organic components of the tape formulation 
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The final thermal profile used is shown in Figure 43. The green samples are 
heated up to 400°C with a heating rate of 1°C/min, then the temperature is kept 
constant at 400°C for 3h. During this phase all the organic components are removed 
from the green. Afterwards, the temperature is raised up to 550°C, with a heating 
rate of 1°C/min, and maintained at 550°C for 2h. This phase is intended to sinter 
the magnesium powders. Finally, the system is cooled down to room temperature. 
The overall process is pressureless and conducted in flowing argon. 

 

Figure 43 Debinding and sintering thermal profile 

 

The debinding and sintering process was applied to 5 samples, whose 
characteristics are reported in Table 16. 

Table 16 Green samples characteristics 

Sample id Formulation 
Layer 

thickness 
(mm) 

# layers Green mass 
(g) 

Green density 
(g/cm3) 

A 2b 0,7 5 0,674 0,872 

B 2b 0,7 7 1,013 0,824 

C 2c 0,7 5 0,745 0,791 

D 2c 1 5 1,091 0,859 

E 2c 1 7 1,465 0,827 
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The sintered samples were brittle and difficult to handle. In order to evaluate 
the degree of sintering that was reached, the samples were cut to observe the cross 
section, by means of optical microscope. It was possible to observe the cross section 
of samples A, B and D with a 50x magnification. 

 

Figure 44 Sample A cross section 

 

Figure 45 Sample B cross section 
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Figure 46 Sample D cross section 

 

All the samples showed a good removal of the organics and a homogeneous 
structure. In particular, it’s not possible to distinguish the single layers, meaning 
that there was a good coupling among them and that the debinding process was 
effective. The sintering process, instead, did not perform as expected. In fact, the 
magnesium powders showed a limited sintering and the single particles are still 
distinguishable. Furthermore, the brittleness and fragility of the samples is another 
indicator of the incomplete sintering. Given the quality of the final samples, it was 
not possible to perform mechanical analyses on them. 

3.4.7 Conclusions and further activities 

The tape casting process that was studied and tuned up in the present work produced 
some encouraging results, but also highlighted some critical aspects that need to be 
addressed. In particular, it was possible to successfully obtain homogeneous 
magnesium-rich tapes and to stack them to produce thick green samples. Also, the 
debinding process successfully removed the organic components of the green. 

On the contrary, the sintering process was not successful and did not bring to a 
completely sintered magnesium foam. The failure of the sintering can be traced 
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back to two possible causes: (1) oxidation of the magnesium powders along the 
process and/or (2) non-completely optimized sintering parameters. 

Regarding the first cause, the overall process involved the handling of 
magnesium powders and magnesium-rich semifinished product (green tapes) at 
different stages. The production of the slurry formulation was performed in a glove 
box under controlled atmosphere (N2), while the tape casting process and the 
sandwich preparation were performed in air. Even if the magnesium powders were 
incorporated within the organic components of the slurry, partial exposure to 
oxygen may have happened. This exposure can be limited by performing all the 
operations in a controlled atmosphere. The most critical operation to control strictly 
is the tape casting itself and a specific setup must be designed. 

As far as the sinterization is concerned, the process was performed without 
applying any pressure since the final goal was to reach a porous structure. A totally 
pressureless process proved not to be suitable for the purpose because a complete 
sintering of the metallic powders was not achieved. Further experimental activity is 
required to introduce and tune the application of a pressure on the green sample 
during the sintering. 

Given the impossibility to bring to completion effectively this manufacturing 
route, the experimental activities were shifted towards another approach, described 
in the following. 

3.5 An optimized production method including indirect 
porosity characterization 

The second manufacturing route taken into consideration, according to the process 
selection previously performed, is the method based on the co-compaction of two 
materials, one leachable. 

This technique is here adopted in order to produce magnesium foam with open and 
interconnected porosity, with a fine control on pores size. In this process, two 
powders of different material (usually a metal and a salt) are mixed and compacted 
to obtain a co-continuous interconnected structure of both phases. Once the 
densification is occurred, the salt phase is removed by means of an appropriate 
solvent. 
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Furthermore, an improvement of this productive method is here proposed. In 
fact, the densification in the “traditional” process is obtained under high 
temperatures and pressures: this causes a deformation of metal and salt particles 
and it eventually limits the possibility of controlling the final morphology of the 
porous structure. In order to overcome such issue, the densification of the powders 
is achieved using Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) technology: metallic powder, 
mixed with salt powder (in this case NaCl), is introduced in a graphite die and high 
current pulses (or alternate current) are applied (order of magnitude of hundreds of 
Ampere). The application of these electrical pulses causes a very high heating of 
the powders, localized on the particles surface, that leads to the densification of the 
component, with local fusion of necks between the particles. Thanks to the speed 
and the local nature of the thermal effect, there is no alteration of the particles 
morphology. The sintered component obtained by means of this technique is 
characterized by a co-continuous interconnected structure of the two phases (metal 
and salt). Then, by means of an appropriate solvent, the salt phase is removed, 
obtaining the desired metallic foam. [98] 

The SPS process has several advantages: given the rapidity of the treatment, 
there is no crystalline grains growth, and consequently, the size distribution of 
porosity is determined by the amount of salt powder used, the initial size of NaCl 
particles and the interaction among magnesium and NaCl powders during the 
process. A specific milling procedure is adopted in order to obtain the most suitable 
size distribution of NaCl particles. SPS technique is already successfully used to 
produce titanium foam [99], but it is new in the case of magnesium foam, since it 
has not been widely developed in the literature currently available. 

The porosity control of magnesium foam is of major importance for the 
intended application: in a biomimetic perspective, the reproduction of the spongy 
bone structure requires a fine monitoring and control on average pores size and 
pores size distribution. Finite Element Modelling (FEM) is proposed in literature 
for monitoring and control SPS process parameters, such as current and temperature 
distributions, in order to identify a correlation between them and the sample 
densification [100], [101]. In the present work, to perform such control, an 
integrated in-situ monitoring system is proposed. 

3.5.1 Current porosity characterization techniques 

The biomimetic approach, which represents the grounding of the present thesis, 
claims for the achievement of a porous structure as close as possible to the 
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cancellous bone one. Therefore, an accurate measurement and control of pores 
morphology, as well as pores size distribution, is essential. Generally, this 
requirement can be met through the optimization of the production process of the 
metallic foam, i.e. by tuning the experimental settings with an iterative fashion. 

On the other hand, the analytical techniques for the characterization of porous 
materials currently available are manifold. They are generally grouped into two 
categories: non-destructive testing and destructive testing. The methods belonging 
to the first category are intended to assess primarily the morphology of pores, while 
the others can be used to evaluate both the morphology and the mechanical 
properties of porous materials. Table 17 summarizes the most relevant techniques 
for porous materials characterization [102]. 

Table 17 Current characterization techniques for porous materials 

Non-destructive testing Brief description Advantages Limits 

Density measurements 
Based on Archimedes’ 
principle to measure weight 
and volume of the sample 

Easy and quick Indication of the porosity 
percentage, not morphology 

X-ray radiography and 
radioscopy 

Mapping by X-ray 
absorption techniques 

Resolution of single pores 
and true pore morphology 

Effective only on very thin 
slices of material (surface 
measurement) 

X-ray computed 
tomography 

Large number of X-ray 
images obtained from 
different directions and 
combined to create a 3D 
model of the sample 

3D virtual reconstruction of 
the foam morphology 

Usually with low resolution, 
suitable for millimetric pores 

Eddy-current sensoring Multifrequency electrical 
impedance measurements 

Measurement of local 
density of the foam Requires accurate calibration 

Acoustic measurements Sound absorption measured 
in an impedance tube 

Quick and precise 
measurement 

More effective for open 
porosity 

Vibrational analysis 

The sample is forced into 
vibrations to determine 
Young’s modulus and loss 
factor related to mass 
distribution and to porosity 

Non-destructive 
measurement of the 
mechanical properties 

Average values of Young’s 
modulus and loss factor  not 
accounting for the 
inhomogeneities of the 
sample 

Porosimetry and 
permeametry 

Based on the intrusion 
and/or extrusion of a fluid 
throughout the sample 

Measurement of specific 
surface area, pore size 
distribution and channel size 
distribution 

Suitable for just open 
porosity 
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Non-destructive testing Brief description Advantages Limits 

Electrical conductivity 
measurements 

Measurement of electrical 
resistivity of the porous 
sample in the four point 
mode 

Straightforward 

Small cross-section 
desiderable and problems 
arising from the contact 
between the leads and the 
foam 

Destructive testing Brief description Advantages Limits 

Optical image or SEM 
analysis 

Observation at various 
magnification of the surface 
and/or cross-section of the 
sample 

Measurement of pore size 
distribution and pore 
geometry 

Surface analysis requires 
interpretation 

Mechanical testing 

Analogous to mechanical 
testing methods for bulk 
materials, particularly 
compression test 

Complete mechanical 
characterization of the foam 
structure 

To obtain meaningful results 
a lot of sample have to be 
tested 

 

From data presented in Table 17, it results that most of the current techniques 
for porosity measurement have some limitations and that a comprehensive 
investigation of the morphology of the porous sample can be performed only by 
means of destructive tests. The indirect characterization method proposed in the 
present work aims at overcoming some of these limitations. Furthermore, the 
presented approach is potentially a control system of the foam production process. 

3.5.2 Theoretical model 

The goal of the measurement procedure is to relate the production process 
parameters with the porosity of the sample while the densification is ongoing. In 
particular, such measurement is based on the electrical parameters that characterize 
the SPS process. In fact, the AC generator imposes a predetermined current on the 
system, continuously adjusting the voltage applied. Current and voltage are varied 
according to the system impedance which changes throughout the process: thus, the 
system impedance can be used to have an indication about the progress of the 
material densification. Combining the information collected in-situ with traditional 
analyses on porosity is then possible to create a model to predict the evolution of 
the porous structure and to setup a procedure to obtain the desired morphology with 
a fine control on porosity. 
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The major issue is the monitoring of the sample impedance throughout the SPS 
densification process. Figure 47 shows the experimental setup of the SPS system: 
inside the vacuum SPS chamber, the sample is located between two graphite 
punches and enclosed within a graphite die. A thermocouple is put in contact with 
the graphite die to measure the temperature of the system. 

 

 

Figure 47 Experimental setup of the SPS system. On the left it is shown the closed vacuum 
chamber while on the right the interior is presented: the sample is located between the two 
graphite punches and enclosed inside the graphite die. The thermocouple is put in contact 
with the graphite die. [98] 

 

In Figure 48a, it is presented a schematic representation of such system. On a 
first approximation, the electrical topology is modelled as indicated in Figure 48b: 
the sections of the die in contact with the punches are incorporated in the punches 
resistance (𝑅=><78), while the section of the die in contact with the sample 
represents the die resistance (𝑅Ê;6). Figure 48c shows the equivalent circuit of such 
electrical topology. The punches resistance (𝑅=><786Ë	6Ì) is in series with the 
parallel of the die resistance (𝑅Ê;6) and the sample resistance (𝑅Ë0"=96 ). Other 
contributes to the overall resistance of the system (not reported in Figure 48 for 
scheme clarity) are the contact points among the different parts. Such contact 
resistance can be particularly relevant for some process conditions and geometries 
[100] and, therefore, cannot be neglected. In agreement with [100], if the pressure 
applied on the punches is constant during the process, the contact resistance can be 
assumed to remain constant as well. 
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Figure 48 (a) Holder of the sample in the SPS chamber (b) Electrical topology of the 
sample holder (c) Equivalent electrical circuit of the sample and holder system [98] 

 

While the SPS process is ongoing the applied alternate current and voltage are 
monitored as function of time, as well as the temperature of the graphite die. 
Appling the Ohm’s law, it is possible to compute the overall impedance of the 
system as a function of time: 

𝑍? ?ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎ⃗ (𝑡) =
𝑉Î⃗ (𝑡)
𝐼(𝑡)

 

 

On first approximation, the reactance of the system can be neglected so that: 

𝑍? ?ÎÎÎÎÎÎÎ⃗ (𝑡) ≅ 𝑅? ?(𝑡) 

This assumption is supported by the experimental measurements which showed 
a value of the power factor constantly equal to about 1. 

The resistance of the graphite die and of the punches is dependent on the 
temperature of the system, that changes with time. Therefore, it is necessary to 
measure the characteristic 𝑅ÑM0=8;?6(𝑇) of the die and punches by means of a fully 
ceramic, non-conductive, sample test. Such test is performed by replacing the 
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magnesium/NaCl sample with the same volume of alumina (Al2O3) powder: this 
way the geometry of the system is the same and the alumina powder works as 
electrical insulator. With this test, the resistance of punches (𝑅=><786Ë	6Ì) and die 
(𝑅Ê;6) is globally evaluated, even if, with the current equipment, it is still not 
possible to distinguish the separate contributions. Such measure includes also the 
contact resistance. This way it is possible to have a reference to be used for 
obtaining a measure of 𝑅Ë0"=96  not affected by the resistance variation of the 
graphite parts and by the contact resistances. 

The function 𝑅Ë0"=96(𝑡) is expected to have a trend variation corresponding to 
the densification process of the sample. In fact, on one hand the resistivity of 
magnesium powder rises with temperature almost linearly. On the other hand, 
during the sintering, the particles surface is reduced by the formation of necks 
among them: this results in a progressive decrease of the specific area of the porous 
sample and, accordingly, its resistance is expected to decrease. While the 
densification is ongoing these two phenomena have opposite effects and their 
interaction should result in a deviation from the regular trend of the overall 
resistance function. 

The porosity of the magnesium foams depends on different factors, both related 
to the powders mix characteristics and to the SPS process parameters (current, 
temperature, time, pressure, etc). 

3.5.3 Experimental procedure 

A series of samples of porous magnesium were produced with the method 
previously described, monitoring the electrical parameters of the process, as well 
as the temperature. 

The samples were made by mixing pure magnesium powder, with particle 
diameter around 50 μm, and NaCl powder, with particle diameter in the range 50 – 
100 μm. The NaCl powder size distribution was obtained by ball milling: an agate 
grinding system (agate bowl + 250 agate balls with diameter 0,5 cm) was used and 
the desired granulometry was reached after 60 minutes of grinding at 160 rpm. The 
final grain size distribution was evaluated by means of FESEM (Field Emission 
Scanning Electron Microscope – Supra 40 Zeizz), as shown in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49 FESEM image of NaCl grinded powder sample 

 

The same ball mill was used to mix magnesium powder and NaCl powder (10 
minutes at 120 rpm). The volume ratio between magnesium powder and NaCl 
powder was 70%vol – 30%vol for Sample A, while it was 50%vol – 50%vol for 
Sample B. The total volume of the mixed powder was 1,5 cm3 for both the samples. 
The graphite punches that were used had a diameter of 20 mm and a height of 25 
mm, while the die had an external diameter of 40 mm and a height of 30 mm. The 
SPS process was conducted in inert atmosphere (Argon) and an AC (50 Hz) was 
applied for 15 min, with a constant value of 450 A. The temperature of the system 
(reported in Figure 50) was measured on the external surface of the graphite die by 
means of a thermocouple. Voltage, current intensity and resistance of the system 
were measured every 10 s. Afterwards, maintaining the same process parameters, 
two alumina sample tests were performed to evaluate the resistance of just the 
graphite die and punches with the same temperature ramps. 

Afterwards, the samples obtained were rinsed in NaOH solution (with pH = 
11,5) for 20 min in order to remove the NaCl and set the porosities free. Finally, a 
cross-section of the sample was obtained and rinsed in the same solution for 5 min 
more in order to observe the internal morphology by means of FESEM (Field 
Emission Scanning Electron Microscope – Supra 40 Zeizz). 

 

10	𝜇𝑚 
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Figure 50 Temperature of the system measured during the SPS process of Sample A and 
Sample B 

 

3.5.4 Results 

In Figure 51 the resistance functions measured during the SPS process of Sample 
A and Sample B are reported, comparing each sample with the respective fully 
ceramic test. 
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Figure 51 Resistance functions measured during the SPS process of Sample A (above) and 
Sample B (below), compared with the respective alumina sample test resistance functions. 

 

As far as Sample A is concerned, the two resistance functions are clearly 
distinguishable, and they decrease with different rates. In particular, it is possible 
to point out a plateau region for the sample resistance in the temperature interval 
between 200°C and 330°C (timeframe 90 s – 340 s). This trend variation is an 
interesting phenomenon that is being modelled. Furthermore, it can be hypothesized 
that the densification process occurs during the plateau interval. 
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Data related to Sample B show that there is no appreciable difference between 
the resistance function relating to the magnesium/NaCl sample and the fully 
ceramic one. This result can be related to the increase of the volume fraction of 
NaCl from 30% to 50% that reduces the overall conductivity of the sample. 

Sample A is presented in Figure 52. From an optical inspection it is possible to 
identify a uniform distribution of the porosity, with a wide size distribution of pores. 
Figure 53 reports a FESEM image of the fracture surface of Sample A. The FESEM 
image shows the presence of a high percentage of porosity, with submicrometric 
pores size, coherent with the dimension of the crystalline grains which build up the 
polycrystalline structure of the particles of the powders mixture. 

The FESEM image of Sample B is presented in Figure 54. The increase of NaCl 
content resulted in higher porosity percentage and larger dimension of pores 
(micrometric). Furthermore, it is possible to observe an extended fracture crack that 
can be associated with higher fragility of Sample B with respect to Sample A. 

In both samples, NaCl traces are still present on the external surface and on the 
fracture surface, meaning that the rinsing procedure has not been completely 
effective. 

 

Figure 52 Image of Sample A surface after NaCl dissolution 
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Figure 53 FESEM image of Sample A fracture surface after NaCl dissolution 

 

Figure 54 FESEM image of Sample B fracture surface after NaCl dissolution 

 

3.5.5 Conclusions and further activities 

The results obtained with these tests are encouraging and a preliminary correlation 
between the electrical parameters of the SPS process and the sample morphology 
can be observed, particularly in the case of samples with high magnesium volume 
fraction. More critical is the interpretation of the results related to NaCl-richer 
samples, since it is not possible to see a proper distinction between the two 
resistance functions introduced in the electrical model. This model seems to fall 
apart when the conductivity of the sample is too low, as in the case of NaCl-richer 
samples, but such result can be also ascribed to the sensibility of the current 
instrumental setup, that it is too low. 

1 µm

1 µm
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Currently the experimental results need to be integrated within a mathematical 
model that is being developed. Furthermore, the instrumentation used is still 
affected by too large measure uncertainty and a new measurement setup is under 
development in order to get rid of such uncertainty and to have a higher 
measurement sensibility. 

Finally, further experiments are required to define a proper relation to forecast 
the resulting porosity of the magnesium foam from the evolution of the sample 
resistance with the time. 
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